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PREFACE 
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conclusion that CAD/CAM would be the technica! subject for my 
graduation project. 
Another conclusion was that the time of running around like a one 
legged man in an ass-kicking contest was over and I would 
approach the problem as scientifically as possible, just like one 
may expect from a University student. 

After thanking the Eindhoven University of Technology, for 
supplying me wi th the necessary knowledge and access to the 
convenient equipment such as computers and printers, I thank my 
part-time employer King Arthur's Pub and Restaurant, for 
supplying me with enough work and (directly related) enough money 
to live a nice life as a student. There are some persons for whom 
I have some special words of thanks: 

- The ladies from the United Nations depot in Amsterdam, for 
helping me find the way in the sametimes peculiar system 
which the UN uses for filing all their papers. 

- Thijs Matzinger, for J01n1ng in in the restart of 
activities related to both our graduation projects in 
January 1994. 

- The Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, for using their UN 
statistica! books and a computer system, enabling me to 
transfer the necessary data into useable Lotus 1-2-3 files. 

Finally I thank my three mentors: drs.H.Gaillard, ir.E.A.Kaas and 
Mrs.ir.E.van Egmond. 

F.L.A.G. Hamm 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The thesis: CAD/CAM Technology in the machine tool sector in 
bistorical and contemporary perspective, an attempt to formulate 
recommendations for developing countries, is the report of a 
literature study performed for the International Technology 
Development Sciences department of the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. 

The study covers the search for an existing pattern of 
development for the CAD/CAM technology and the analysis of six 
case studies based on the description of the machine tool 
industry diamond. 

The CAD/CAM development pattern might be followed by developing 
countries and companies who want to enter the high technology 
segment of the machine tool sector. 
It is assumed that, especially for developing countries the 
entrance of this sector is desired, because the introduetion of 
computers and the attached information technology is creating a 
bigger revolution in engineering than the invention of 
electricity. For the people living in developing countries it 
seems wise not to miss this important step in history. 

Historically the development of Computer Aided Design (CAD), 
Manufacturing (CAM) and CAD/CAM systems started in the western 
countries. 

- CAM was started around 1960 in the production departments. 
- CAD started around 1970 in the drawing departments. 
- Only after the development of powerful computers at the end 

of the 1980's it is now possible to integrate the separate 
CAD and CAM systems into CAD/CAM systems. U se of such 
integrated systems is still very limited, even the 
developed countries, since they require a well coordinated 
cooperation between all involved departments within the 
companies where they are applied and the people working 
there. 
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The description of the world-wide machine tool industry around 
1990 leads to the elaboration of the Machine Tool Industry 
Diamond, which consists of: Factor condi tions, demand condi ti ons, 
related and surrounding industries, firm strategy, structure and 
rivalry and the government role on these four determinants. 

Based on the 19 criteria for analysis derived from this diamond 
and the stratification of the world country sample, as usually 
used by UNIDO and the World Bank six case studies are analyzed. 

Assuming that entering of this sector is only desirable if there 
is a fair chance of reaching the top-20 in machine tool producing 
countries, the conclusions for the individual case studies are: 

- Peru, Bolivia, Algeria and Tunisia are adviced not to try 
and enter in the high technology segment of the machine 
tool market, thus not trying to compete on the world 
market. Further research will be necessary whether or not 
these countries should try to build up a machine tool 
sector which will cover their domestic demand on a lower 
level of technology. 

- India is adviced to maintain its gradual growth in the 
sector, moving from the 21st pos i ti on in machine tool 
producing countries into the top-20 is then possible. 
On the other hand it will be possible for India to startup 
other sectors in which the knowledge of the technologies 
used in the machine tool sector can be used. Two examples 
of such related sectors are (1) the development of computer 
software and (2) the use of computer technologies in data 
processing. However, these activities are beyend the scope 
of this study, further research of this diversification may 
be very interesting for India. 

- South Korea is adviced to try and remain on the gained 13th 
position in machine tool producing countries. Much effort 
is required, such as the maintaining of the high level of 
education. 

The comparative case study shows that the effective entering of 
the machine tool sector is a long term process. 

- First of all the surrounding industries in both supply and 
demand must be available within the country. 

- Secondly, but almest simultaneously, the skill level of the 
werkforce must be raised to the required level. 
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- In the third place temporary protectionist policies must be 
adapted. After some years of national expansion and gaining 
of experience the proteetion should be taken away in order 
to compete in the world market. This will stimulate the 
sector in becoming and staying at the highest possible 
technology level. 

However, the causa! connections on which these conclusions are 
based might also be reversed causa! connections. 

The use of the above mentioned stratification is net effective 
for the studying of the machine tool sector and the 19 criteria 
of analysis are toe incomplete to be a solid ground for the 
mentioned conclusions. More data must be collected in order to 
fill out the list of 19 criteria for each individual country 
completely and to perform an appropriate comparative analysis. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Het verslag: CAD/CAM Technoloqy in the machine tool sector in 
bistorical and contemporary perspective, an attempt to formulate 
recommendations for developing countries, is de rapportage van 
een literatuurstudie die is uitgevoerd voor de studierichting 
Internationaal Technologische Ontwikkelingskunde aan de 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. 

De studie beslaat het zoeken naar een bestaand patroon in de 
ontwikkeling van de CAD/CAM technologie en de analyse van zes 
case studies gebaseerd op de beschrijving van de machinaal 
gedreven werktuig industrie diamant. 

Het CAD/CAM ontwikkelingspatroon kan gevolgd worden door 
ontwikkelingslanden en bedrijven die het hoogwaardig 
technologische deel van de machinaal gedreven werktuig sector 
willen betreden. 
Hiervoor is aangenomen dat, speciaal voor ontwikkelingslanden het 
betreden van de sector gewenst is, omdat de introductie van 
computers en de daaraan verbonden informatie technologie een 
grotere revolutie teweegbrengt in de techniek dan de uitvinding 
van elektriciteit. Voor de bevolking van de ontwikkelingslanden 
lijkt het belangrijk deze stap in de geschiedenis niet te missen. 

Historisch gezien is de ontwikkeling van computerondersteund 
tekenen en modelleren (CAD), fabriceren (CAM) en CAD/CAM begonnen 
in de westerse landen: 

- rond 1960 werd begonnen met CAM in de produktieafdelingen. 
- rond 1970 werd begonnen met CAD in de tekenkamers. 
- Pas nadat krachtige computers waren ontwikkeld aan het eind 

van de jaren '80 werd het mogelijk om de afzonderlijke 
systemen te integreren in CAD/CAM systemen. Het gebruik van 
dit soort systemen is nog steeds zeer beperkt, zelfs in de 
hoger ontwikkelde landen, omdat een goed georganiseerde 
samenwerking tussen alle betrokken afdelingen in de 
bedrijven en de mensen die daar werken nodig is. 
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De beschrijving van de wereld-wijde machinaal gedreven werktuig 
industrie rond 1990 leidt tot het uitwerken van de machinaal 
gedreven werktuig industrie diamant, die bestaat uit: Factor 
condities, vraag condities, verwante en omliggende industrieën, 
bedrijfsstrategie, structuur en rivaliteit evenals de rol van de 
regering in deze vier determinanten. 

Gebaseerd op de 19 criteria van analyse, gedestilleerd uit de 
diamant evenals de stratificatie van alle landen van de wereld, 
zoals normaliter gebruikt door de UNIDO en de Wereld Bank, zijn 
zes case studies geanalyseerd. 

Aannemende dat het starten in de sector alleen maar gewenst is 
als er een redelijke kans bestaat om door te dringen tot de top-
20 van machinaal gedreven werktuig producerende landen, zijn de 
conclusies voor de individuele studies als volgt: 

- Peru, Bolivia, Algerije en Tunesië wordt geadviseerd niet 
te proberen om door te dringen tot het hoogwaardige 
technologische segment van de werktuig markt, dus niet te 
proberen om op wereld-niveau te concurreren. Verder 
onderzoek zal nodig zijn of deze landen wel of niet zouden 
moeten proberen om een machinaal gedreven werktuig sector 
op te bouwen die aan de interne vraag naar werktuigen kan 
voldoen, uiteraard op een veel lager technologisch niveau. 

- India wordt geadviseerd om haar geleidelijke groei in de 
sector in stand te houden, om dan van de 21ste plaats als 
machinaal gedreven werktuig producerend land op de 
wereldmarkt de top-20 binnen te stappen is mogelijk. 
Anderszins is het voor India mogelijk om in andere sectoren 
te starten, waar de kennis van de in de machinaal gedreven 
werktuig sector toegepaste technologieën gebruikt kan 
worden. Twee voorbeelden van zulke sectoren zijn {1) het 
ontwikkelen van computer software en (2) het gebruiken van 
de computer technologieën in data-verwerkingssystemen. 
Daar dit soort diversificatie-activiteiten buiten het 
onderzoeksgebied van deze studie liggen wordt er niet 
verder op ingegaan, het verder bestuderen hiervan zou heel 
interessant kunnen zijn voor India. 

- Zuid Korea wordt geadviseerd om te proberen op de verworven 
13de plaats in machinaal gedreven werktuig producerende 
landen te blijven. Veel inspanning, zoals het onderhouden 
van de relatief hoge scholingsgraad, is hiervoor nodig. 
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De vergelijkende studie toont aan dat het effectief betreden van 
de machinaal gedreven werktuig sector een lange termijn proces 
is. 

- Ten eerste moeten alle omliggende industrieën in zowel de 
aanbod als de vraagzijde aanwezig zijn in het land zelf. 

- Ten tweede, maar bijna gelijktijdig, moet het kennis- en 
kunde niveau van de in de sector werkende mensen omhoog. 

- Ten derde zullen tijdelijke beschermende maatregelen voor 
de markt nodig zijn. Na enkele jaren van binnenlandse groei 
en het verkrijgen van ervaring moet die bescherming 
opgeheven worden om te gaan concurreren op wereld niveau. 
Dit zal de sector stimuleren om op het hoogst mogelijke 
technologie-niveau te komen en te blijven. 

Echter, de causale verbanden die hiervoor gelegd zijn zouden ook 
omgekeerd causale verbanden kunnen zijn. 

Het gebruik van de eerder genoemde stratificatie is niet 
effectief voor het bestuderen van een zo kleine sector als de 
machinaal gedreven werktuig industrie en de 19 criteria van 
analyse zijn te incompleet om een stevige basis te vormen voor 
al deze conclusies. Meer data zullen verzameld moeten worden om 
de lijst van 19 criteria voor alle zes landen volledig in te 
vullen en om dan een geldige vergelijkende case studie uit te 
voeren. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Target group 

Whenever you mention the term computer in a public place in The 
Netherlands, people in your immediate surrounding will respond 
to you either with hate or they will turn to you as if you are 
their long lost friend who has returned home. 

The first kind of people do not know anything about the machine 
or whatever is involved with it, and they try to ignore the 
subject as much as possible. These kind of people might even 
think that the statement of something not being possible due to 
a computer error, is true. 
A comforting thought for these people it is that computers do not 
make mistakes, the people who work with them do. 

The secend kind of people want to be your friend based on their 
own feeling that they are specialists in computers and computer 
technology. They think to know everything about the machines, the 
software and anything related to the two. They think that they 
are the specialists and they want you to know that, whenever you 
have a computer problem which needs to be solved, they are the 
persons you need to turn to. 

Although you will not meet them as regular as the above mentioned 
two kinds of people there ex i st a third kind. These people 
generally live in developing countries. 
you will notice them because their 
dramatically from the ether two kinds. 

Whenever you meet them 
response will differ 

Either they have heard of computers and are eager to know 
something more, or they do not know what you are talking about, 
you might as well tell them that it is very cold on the North 
pole. 

This paper is written for these people of this third kind who are 
eager to know more and hopefully are or will become policy makers 
in or related to developing countries. 
They are interested in knowing more about the attached 
opportunities for the development of their country. 
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1.2 Opportunities for developing countries 

According to Bessant [24] and Ebel [25], the introduetion of 
computers and the information technology attached to it are 
creating a bigger revolution in engineering than the invention 
of electricity. 

If this statement is true the people in developing countries 
might -a- be missing an important step in history AGAIN, or 

-b- have an opportunity to join the band wagon. 
In order not to miss this step and possibly join the band wagon 
the following analysis is carried out. 
A description is given of the historica! development of Computer 
Aided systems related to the machine tool industry in 
industrialized countries as well as the pattern which these 
countries followed during this development. 

When cernparing these patterns with todays "state of the art" in 
CAD/CAM and the actual situation in the machine tool industry in 
some specific developing countries it should be possible to 
develop policies and point out needs and opportunities for these 
countries. 

1.3 Description of the assignment 

When considering the above mentioned statements the idea of 
carrying out a graduation project related to computers emerged. 
This idea was immediately followed by the thought that knowing 
everything about "only" computers is a mirage. Therefore choices 
had to be made and the field of research had to be limited. 

Ways of limiting the scope of research are: 
-A- The project has to be related to Mechanica! Engineering, 

this led to the choice of researching CAD/CAM, a recent 
development in means of control applied in the machine tool 
industry. 

-B- Related to -A-, the study is concentrated on the design and 
manufacturing functions within production companies in the 
machine tool industry. 
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-c- The study will not be related to data input and data 

manipulation for administrative andjor financial functions 
within companies. 

The projects problem definition is: 
Is it possible to find a development pattern for CAD/CAM 
within the machine tool industry, including m1n1mum 
requirements and consequences related to each pattern stage 
? Can this pattern be used as a guideline for the 
development of the machine tool industry in developing 
countries ? 

This leads to the aim of research being: 
Offering a guideline for governments and industrial 
organisations in developing countries who want to enter, 
sustain or further develop their machine tool industry, by 
identifying the successive phases of a development pattern 
for CAD/CAM within the machine tool sector. 
This guideline will net consist of a step-by-step 
description of how to implement CAD/CAM in developing 
countries, this is already done in a UNIDO manual [1]. 

Which brings us to two of the main reasens for carrying out this 
project; the relevanov for developinq countries: 

It is hoped that a specific development pattern for the 
machine tool industry can be recognized, which will be of 
help to governments or industrial organisations in specific 
developing countries on how they can reach the following 
stage(s) in this development pattern. 
Therefore it is assumed that reaching following stages in 
the pattern is required in order to reach a higher level of 
welfare. Which, in itself, leads to the fact that reaching 
of next stages is desirable. 

and the scientific relevancy: 
Research for industrialization patterns is a scientific 
activity with a long standing record [4]. 
It is hoped that the identification of the successive 
phases of a development pattern for CAD/CAM within the 
machine tool sector will offer at least a modest 
contribution to development sciences and mechanica! 
engineering. 
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1.4 Methad of research and report 

The metbod of research for this thesis is a comparative case 
study approach based on the analysis of literature. 

A qualitative description of the development of CAD/CAM will be 
given as well as an analysis on whether or how this technically 
advanced aid is being applied in the machine tool industry within 
six countries mentioned in four UNIDO case studies. 

The first part of the report covers the results of the literature 
study related to the introduetion and development of CAD, CAM and 
CAD/CAM as technically advanced aids in the machine tool 
industry. 

The abbreviations CAD, CAM and CAD/CAM are commonly used in 
the related literature, unfortunately their meaning differs 
related to their context. In chapter 2 a unique description 
of the abbreviations is given in order to avoid any 
discussion related to their meaning. 

The introduetion of computers in mechanical engineering is 
mainly guided by the development of the hardware during the 
last two decades. The bistorical review in chapter 3 is 
guided by the development of computer hardware starting 
from the 1940's. 

Chapter 4 covers the 
development as followed 
led to the emergence 
industry. 

description of the pattern of 
by most western countries, which 

of CAD/CAM in the machine tool 

The description of each pattern stage is followed by a 
description of the minimum requirements for the labeur 
force, capital, management and the government for reaching 
this stage as well as the main consequences on micro- and 
macro-socio-economical level. 

Another subject of importance is the implementation of new 
management techniques such as JIT and OPT. They will only 
be mentioned however not elaborated, since they are a 
different subject of science; logistics. 
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In the secend part of the report the world market situation of 

the machine tool industry around 1990 will be described and six 
individual case studies will be analyzed and compared. 

The description of the machine tool industry around 1990 

will be done in chapter 5. In this chapter the machine tool 
industry diamond will be recognised, which will be the 
handle for the analysis of the six case studies. 

Chapter 6 covers the elaboration of 19 criteria of analysis 
der i ved from the machine tool industry diamond and the 
description of the metbod of comparison based on the 
stratification of the world country sample, used by UNIDO 
and the World Bank. 
Both descriptions are followed by the respective individual 
and comparative analysis of the six UNIDO case studies. 

Finally in chapter 7 conclusions, recommendations and a 
discussion related to these six case studies, as well as 
the comparative case study, will be mentioned. 
The discussion will be mainly aimed at the methods of 
research; the use of the stratification according to the 
UNIDO and the World Bank as well as the use of the 19 

criteria derived from the machine tool industry diamond. 

1.5 Critical notes related to the six case studies 

The case study related to Peru and Bolivia is written by an 
industrial engineer, living in Bolivia. The description of the 
economie situation in both countries is based on data originating 
from the countries central banks and statistica! institutes. 
Related to the case of Peru, the machine tool sector study is 
based on statistica! figures and some surveys performed by or for 
the Peruvian Ministry of Industry. 
Related to the case of Bolivia, the author performed a field 
study within the capita! city, La Paz !! 
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The case study of India is performed by an associate of the 
Indian Ministry of Industry. It shows a very punctual description 
of the Indian policies, past and present. All mentioned data 
originate from the Indian Central Bank or the Statistica! 
Institute. 

The case study related to Algeria and Tunisia is performed by two 
Tunisian researchers. The data used by them seem to originate 
from national accounts andjor statistics, nowhere in the study 
the origin of the data is explicitly mentioned. Some data are 
directly obtained from the sole manufacturer of machine tools in 
Algeria. 
The demand of machine tools for Algeria is estimated based on a 
study performed for the Arab Industrial Development Organisation. 

The case study related to South Korea is carried out by a French 
UNIDO consultant. The data which he uses originate from: the 
Central Bank of Korea, Yearbooks related to the engineering and 
metalworking sector, Statistica! Yearbooks and several Korean 
ministries. 

Most of the used data or1g1n from national institutes, the way 
of collecting these data is not clear. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 

2.1 General 

The use of computers in designing, analyzing, optimization and 
manufacturing of products in Mechanica! Engineering has led to 
a common use of the terros CAD, CAM and CAD/CAM, abbreviations in 
which CA stands for Computer Aided. These abbreviations are 
commonly used in the literature [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, a, 9, 10 and 
12] related to this subj eet, unfortunately in different meanings, 
based on the context of for instanee mechanica! or electrical 
engineering. Rarely the abbreviations are explained in the same 
terms. 

In order to avoid any discussion related to each of these 
abbreviations a unique description will be given in this chapter 
(mostly taken from [12] chapter 2). 
Whenever the related term is used in the remainder of this paper, 
the hereafter mentioned description is valid. 

2.2 CAD 

The term CAD has two different senses being Computer Aided 
Drafting and Computer Aided Design. Therefore two different terros 
will be used to pinpoint each of these two senses: 
- 2D-CAD: Computer Aided Drafting 
- 3D-CAD: Computer Aided Design 
First 2D-CAD was developed, later leading to the development of 
3D-CAD. 

20-CAD 
In 2D-CAD, thus drafting with the computer as an aid, the 
computerscreen is used to make two-dimensional (2D) drawings. 
Using a 2D-CAD computersystem is the automation of the paper and 
pencil applied in conventional drawing departments. Instead of 
using paper, pencils and erasers one uses a computerscreen. 
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The advantage of using the computer is that it is possible to 
draw faster, more accurate, and in a more logica! way. Small 
changes in a drawing are easier and quicker to be made. Also one 
can use simple, but convenient, functions such as move, magnify, 
rotate, flip, copy and automatic sealing. 

30-CAD 
In 30-CAO, thus designing with the computer as an aid, the 
computerscreen is used to make three-dimensional (30) models. 
This can be done with either wire frame models, surface roodels 
or solid models. 
At the start of the design-process the first image of a product 
appears in the designers mind in a three dimensional view. In 
order to visualise this idea it is transferred to images on 
paper. 

Conventional 20-drawing was a necessary aid due to, the limited 
possibilities forced upon the designer by, the use of two
dimensional drawing paper. 
The two-dimensional display of three-dimensional products causes 
two problems of conversion in the designing process: 

- The designer has to transfer the 30 image in his mind into 
20 images on paper or on a computerscreen. 

- Anyone who has to work with this design has to interpret 
these drawings into 30 images of the design. 

In order to reduce the amount of mistakes which can be made in 
this process conventional 20 drawing is a strictly regulated 
process which requires education and training in "reading" and 
interpretation of 20 drawings. Often non-Mechanica! Engineers 
meet many problems in judging designs which are made according 
to these regulations. 

Working with a 30-CAO system based on a "solid modeller" is based 
on a completely different approach of the designing process. 
Solid modelling can be compared with modelling with clay, without 
getting dirty hands. One can start with certain basic roodels 
(such as cubes, balls or cylinders) and add or subtract other 
basic models. This way of modelling seems to be closer to the 
three-dimensional view in a designers mind. 
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2.3 CAM 

Contrary to CAD, there is only one meaning for CAM, being 
Computer Aided Manufacturing. 
Whenever the term CAM is used it means that the computer is used 
as an aid in the part of the production process related to NC
programming, job preparatien and the actual production process 
through numerically controlled movements. 

- By Numerically Controlled (NCl-programming is meant: 
- Generating of command files for Ne-machine based on the 

products geometrical description. 
The geometrical description can be supplied in the form of 
a paper drawing, made by hand or as the output of a CAD 
system plotted on a piece of paper. The geometrical 
description can however also be supplied in the form of a 
data file, directly originated from a CAD system. 

- Recording the technological data, necessary for the 
production process. For this the NC-programmer has to know 
the possibilities of the machines and the controller and to 
consider the available tools and tool-holders. 

- Possibly a simulation of the described tool-paths on the 
computerscreen, for checking the movements which will be 
executed. 

- By job preparatien is meant everything related to the 
preparatien of the actual production process, such as, in 
following order: 

- Determination of the production process (milling, turning, 
drilling). 

- Selection of production machines. 
- Selection of tools. 
- Selection of aids (for instanee a crane). 
- Deciding which raw materials are to be used. 
- Scheduling of the necessary staff. 
- Preparatien for NC-programming. 

- By the actual production process is meant: how the product 
is actually being made with the aid of Ne-machines or 
industrial robots. 
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2.4 CAD/CAM 

The term CAD/CAM pinpoints to a relation between the design- and 
manufacturing-process, within the computer. 
The geometry as recorded in the design process with the aid of 
a CAD-system is used as the input data for the CAM-system. It is 
not necessary to input data from a paper drawing in order to 
obtain the required data. Both the CAD- and the CAM-system have 
special transfermers (interfaces) for exchanging the geometrical 
data. 

After the transformation of the geometrical data into the CAM
module the technological information, which determines the 
production process, is added. With the aid of the CAM-program the 
centrolling files for the NC machines and tools can be made 
through a so called post-processor. 

In order to come to CAD/CAM two kinds of connections between the 
CAD- and CAM-modules are possible: 
-1- there are two separate CAD- and CAM-systems, the flow of 

information is in one direction: from designing towards 
manufacturing. 

-2- there is an integrated CAD/CAM-system, information can flow 
in two directions: from designing to manufacturing and from 
manufacturing to designing. 
This additional feedback is the major advantage of an 
integrated CAD/CAM-system, since now i t is possible to 
design products while taking the production process into 
account. In such an integrated system part of the work 

previously carried out in werk-preparatien is shifted 
towards designing. 

In some integrated CAD/CAM-systems the designer can make use of 
a library of standardised shapes for the benefit of 
manufacturing, resulting in a more "manufacture oriented" 
designing. Examples of standardised shapes are simple shapes 
which are regularly used, such as: holes, chambers and cotter 
slits. 
Next to these kind of standardised shapes such a library can also 
contain technological data related to the manufacturing processes 
and the tools to use, it is than referred to as a CAM-expert 
system. 
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3. HlSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 General 

Until approximately 1960 there was no use of computers in design 
and manufacturing departments. Generally speaking the use of 
computers was limited to financial and administrative 
departments; the departments where the people were used to work 
with huge amounts of data. 

The introduetion of computers in mechanica! engineering is mainly 
guided by the development of the hardware during the last two 
decades. This hardware development made software accessible for 
all kinds of industrial applications. 
Therefore the development of hardware will be the guideline for 
the historica! review hereafter. 

3.2 Hardware development 

This paragraph is a summary of a part of [2] chapter 1. 
In the 1940's the first digital computers appeared. They were 
huge, electromechanical machines that used relays to perform 
computations. As a good example for this generation please refer 
to figure 3.1, showing the MARK 1. This computer could multiply 
two 23-digit numbers in 6 seconds. 

Figure 3.1: The first and largest electromechanical computer 
ever built was the MARK 1. Completed in 1~~4, the 
computer weighed 5 tons and contained over 3.300 
relays connected by 500 miles of wiring [2]. 
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Through development in electre-engineering it would soon be 
possible to replace the relays and other moving parts by vacuum 
tubes. Electronic flip-flop circuits made of vacuum tubes were 
switched on and off like switches with electronic pulse signals. 
One of the most powerful vacuum-tube computers is shown in figure 
3. 2. Th is computer could mul tiply two 10-digit numbers in 1/2.000 
second. 

Fiqure 3.2: The most powerful computer in the mid-1950's was 
the Naval Ordnance Research Calculator. It 
contained 9.000 vacuum tubes [2]. 

In the late 1950's transistors replaced vacuum tubes in computer 
circuits. When the vacuum tubes and transistor are compared the 
main advantages for the latter are: the size is only 1/200 of the 
size of a vacuum tube and transistors can be packaged tightly, 
because it produces only a fraction of the heat of a vacuum tube. 
Thus computers became more compact, and there was an increase in 
computing speed: transistor based computers could multiply two 
10-digit numbers in 1/100.000 second. 
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Figure 3.3: 
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Built in 1960, the powerful STRETCH computer 
contained 150.000 transistors and could execute 
100 billion instructions per day (2]. 

In the 1970's the integrated circuit (IC) was developed and this 
would further reduce the size and cost of computers. An IC of the 
size of a fingernail would contain entire circuits consisting of 
thousands of transistors and other components. One such chip is 
shown in figure 3. 4. The speed at which these chips switch 
signals permits the computer to make millions of calculations per 
second. 

Figure 3.4: Contained in the eye of a needle, this silicon 
chip has miniaturized circuitry that switches a 
computer' s electronic signals in a matter of 
nanoseconds [2]. 
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Personal computers which are for sale today have the power of 
equipment that would have filled a 60 square-metre room in the 
1960's. Researchers are still miniaturizing circuitry even 
further in order to make faster, more compact computers for the 
future. 

3.3 Interaction user-computer 

One of the main hardware developments is the way in which users 
can operate their computer. It is easy to imagine that a computer 
will only be used if there is a noticeable advantage. There is 
no such advantage if programming the computer for one particular 
job takes a similar amount of time as doing the same job by hand. 
An advantage of a computer program is then, that it can be used 
as many times as required to fulfil the same job-routine, even 
with different data. 

For example: One will not use the computer to perferm one 
simple calculation, but it will be more 
interesting to use the computer if many similar 
calculations are necessary or if the calculation 
is very complicated. 

It is important to notice that any person who starts using a new 
piece of equipment has some kind of fear. This fear will only be 
larger if the amount of steps to be taken is higher or if their 
size is bigger. Therefore one of the main problems to evereome 
in using computers was their accessibility. 
This accessibility of computer systems depends mostly on what is 
called the "user-friendliness" of the machine. A computer is 
called more "user-friendly" if the way of programming is easier. 
At the beginning of computer development the machines were very 
"user-unfriendly", but many improvements have been made since 
then: 

In the early days of what seems to be the computer era, a user 
communicated with the computer directly in the machine language. 

Internally, the computer handles its data in binary form, 
the electronic circuits in a computer can either be 
switched "on" or "off", thus only recognizing data as "O" 
or "1". 
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Comrounicating in the machine language made it necessary to write 
out long lists of zero-and-one sequences in order to execute even 
simple comroands. 

Computer programroers were not satisfied with this situation so 
they looked for and found alternatives. By the mid 1950's 
programroing was simplified with symbolic coding. One of the first 
programroing languages was FORTRAN (Formula Translation) which was 
developed for scientific and engineering data. Other languages 
such as BASIC and COBOL were developed for business applications. 
Please note that· these languages are still in use. 
Although programroing speed increased by using these languages, 
it was still necessary for programroers to be trained in these 
languages. 

In the early 1960, interactive graphics was developed to permit 
a user to enjoy all the benefits of the computer without having 
to train in programroing or coding. 

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) one of the 
earliest developments took place, the Sketchpad Project. 

In this system, a cathode ray tube (CRT) display scope was 
connected to a computer. Data was entered with a hand held 
lightpen, a cylinder with a photocell attached to the end. 
The computer sensed the position of the lightpen on the 
scope and responded by lighting that point on the scope and 
simultaneously storing the coordinate data into its memory. 
By specifying points on the scope and executing simple 
comroands, the user could quickly generate geometries. 

Since such systems were very expensive, only companies like 
General Motors and Boeing could afford the development costs, but 
because of the hardware development of the Integrated Circuit 
(IC) in the early 1970's interactive graphics became available 
on less expensi ve minicomputers. In i tially these interact i ve 
graphics systems performed little more than simple automated 
drafting. But as computer hardware became more powerful and 
software was refined, the possibilities for computer grapbics 
expanded drastically. 

Nowadays interact i ve graphics systems have extended command menus 
that make them faster and easier to use, even for computer 
illiterates. 
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3.4 Numerically Controlled machine tools 

This paragraph is mainly taken from [20], page 23 onwards. 
The most significant technological development has not been 
advances in machining per se, but in the control and environment 
of the machine tools. Beginning with Numerically Control (NC) 
these programmabie automation technologies have used computers 
to control the operations of the machines. 

The first computer controlled machine tool began as a project for 
the purpose of producing helicopter rotor blades for the US 
government and was carried out at the Servo-mechanism laboratory 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1949. 
Machine controls could be developed as an extension of gunfire 
control technology while tape preparatien was something new. MIT 
designed a system which was far too expensive and complex for 
large commercial applications in the engineering industries. 

The first viable solution was RECORD - PLAY BACK; the motions of 
a machine on which a machinist was making some part was recorded 
on magnetic tape. After the first piece was made one could make 
exact copies of this part by playing back the tape. 

Numerical Control was based on an entirely different philosophy 
of manufacturing. The specifications for a part were first 
expressed in mathematica! form. Then a mathematica! description 
of the desired path of the cutting tool was defined from which 
discrete instructions for the controlled motion of the machine 
tool were developed. The first prototype Ne-machine of this 
generation was tested at MIT in 1953. 

Soon it was recognized that manually programming of these kind 
of machines was a mere impossible task. Therefore special 
computer languages like APT (Automatically Programmed Tools) were 
developed for Ne-machines. Wi th these languages one could program 
step-by-step commands into a computer. These commands are, 
referring to figure 3.5: 

- the input of several points (A,B,C,D) and 
- the information which kind of standard form (1,2,3) has to 

be made between each pair of points. 
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The computer performed an interpolation of these forms between 
each pair of points. At the end of this interpolation process 
between all pairs of points the computer had to produce a punched 
tape, which would be used for centrolling the Ne-machine. 

D 

Figure 3.5: 

B 

1: Radius 
2: Cylinder 
3: Cone 

Example of the input of the contour for a product 
to be made on an NC-lathe [42]. 

In modern Ne-machines APT is still the best known computer 
language, although the introduetion of CNC and DNC (see Box 1, 
taken from [20]) during the 1970's changed the conneetion between 
the programming computer and the NC-machine. Over the years the 
punched tape has gradually been replaced by floppy disks or 
direct connections. 

According to [42] CNC programming offers, at least, the following 
advantages: 
- Increased productivity: Even with an increase in product 

diversity, CNC programming is 40 
to 60 % quicker than manual NC. 

- Rapid check: With CNC, combined with visual display on a 
computerscreen, it is easy to check whether the 
form which will be produced is similar to the 
desired form. 

- Easier geometrical calculation. 
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============================================================== 
Box 1: NC: main definitions 

-1- Numerically controlled CNC) machining: A manufacturing 
process controlled by a fixed repetitive way by numerical 
form of input. The NC program is made on a work station not 
connected to the production machine. 

-2- Computer Numerically Controlled CCNC) machining: A process 
where individual machine tools using computer controllers 
to store and perferm eperating instructions {e.g. selecting 
of cutting tools, speed and feed rates) with manual loading 
and supervision. A CNC system is basically an NC system 
which is more flexible due to a computer replacing the 
fixed logica! "heart" of the NC system. Here the NC program 
is made on a computer which is directly connected to the 
production machine. 

-3- Direct Numerically Controlled CDNC) machining: A DNC 
system relates to the linking of several NC machines to one 
central computer. This computer may differ from a data bank 
for storing part-programmes to a system including the 
control of all linked individual machines. 

-4- The machining centre with automatic tool changer indexing 
is one of the important outgrowths of NC. In a machining 
centre the tool heads are mobile and the centre includes 
the automatic selecting among 20 to 100 tools that bore, 
drill, mill and tap. 

-5- Flexible machining systems CFMS) is an integrated computer
controlled complex of NC machine tools, automated material 
and tool handling devices and automated measuring and 
testing equipment that, wi th a ml.nl.mum of manual 
intervention and short change-over time, can process any 
product belonging to certain specified families within its 
stated capability and according to a predetermined 
schedule. 

-6- Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is a concept of a 
totally automated factory in which all processes are 
integrated and controlled by a CAD/CAM system. It consists 
of software and hardware which tagether are invol ved in 
product design, production planning, production control, 
production equipment and production process. 

============================================================== 

The choice of the level of automation is a function of the size 
of the average job and the degree of flexibility required in the 
whole production process, see figure 3.6. 

Users involved in the production of large quantities of the same 
product will choose special purpose machines {e.g. the transfer 
line). When many different variants are to be produced in small 
batches it is most economical to choose conventional machines or 
stand alone NC machines. 
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When looking at figure 3.6 it seems that the "flexible 
manufacturing system" (FMS) is not placed in the correct place, 
in terros of flexibility. However, the flexibility mentioned in 
this figure is the flexibility of the whole production process. 
In order to use an FMS at it's maximum in terros of flexibility, 
time consuming and thus flexibility reducing werk-preparatien is 
necessary. 
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Figure 3.6: From conventionalto automatic [20]. 
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4. HlSTORICAL 
PATTERN 

CAD/CAM DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 General 

Basedon the theories related to industrialization patterns [4], 
it is assumed that the bistorical development of any technology 
or technological aid can be described in several stages, thus 
forming a bistorical development pattern. 

This chapter covers the description of the bistorical development 
pattern for CAD/CAM taken by most western countries. The stages 
recognized in the CAD/CAM development pattern are: 
-Stage 1: CAM from 1960 (§ 4.2), 
-Stage 2: CAD from 1970 (§ 4.3), 
-Stage 3: CAD/CAM from 1980 (§ 4.4). 

The description of each stage in the CAD/CAM pattern is fellewed 
by a description of: 
-A- the minimum requirements for reaching this stage, 

elaborated for: 
-1- the labeur force, 
-2- capital, 
-3- management and 
-4- the government, and 

-B- the main consequences, elaborated on: 
-1- micro socio-economical and 
-2- macro socio-economical level. 

Each of these six subjects of description is fellewed by a table 
in which the situation in a traditional factory, with 
conventional machines, is eeropared wi th the si tuation in the 
factory after the described stage. 

- For labeur requirements a list of twenty-three different 
specializations is distinguished [34, page 56]. 
In the paragraphs in which the separate stages are 
described only the required labeur changes for this stage 
will be mentioned in the table. 
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In the summarizing paragraph a table including all labeur 

functions will be shown and for these functions which are 
not mentioned in the first paragraphs the term "no change" 
will be mentioned. 

- For capita! three, for management four and for government 
three requirements will be mentioned. 
The main requirement for the governments will be 
establishing of educational programs at the secondary 
andjor tertiary school level. Compared with the Dutch 
educational system these two levels are: 

- secondary school level: MBO 
- tertiary school level: HBO or University 

- Three different micro socio-economical consequences are 
recognized [33, page 18]. 

- The tables related to the macro socio-economical 
consequences cover four items [33, page 17]. 

Whenever in the tables related to consequences the term "=100" 
is mentioned in the column "Traditional" this means that the 
traditional situation is set at the value of 100. If then the 
value in the column "after CA .. " is a range this means that this 
is an estimated value. 

The fourth i tem of the macro socio-economical consequences is the 
distribution of income. For convenience sake four income classes 
are distinguished. The distribution of income amongst these 
classes is set according to the "pyramid" and "onion" 
distribution, as recognized for the distribution of income in the 
developing and the developed countries [43]. 

- For the traditional "pyramid" situation the distribution of 
income is set to 40/30/20/10. 

- For the developed "onion" situation the distribution of 
income is set to 5/45/45/5. 
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4.2 Stage 1: CAM from 1960 

4.2.1 General 

The evolution from manually controlled manufacturing to 
integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing and Designing (CAD/CAM) 
can be split through the recognition of four milestones which 
mark the major steps taken in this development (also see figure 
4. 2) : 

-a- The first milestene is the introduetion of Numerically 
Controlled (NC) manufacturing in the mid 1950's, and the 
development of programming codes. 

-b- The secend milestene is the introduetion of computers as an 
aid in the process of preparatien of the NC programs, thus 
CNC, this was only possible when more powerful computers 
emerged in the 1960's (refer to chapter 3). 
In this stage the input of data, necessary for the 
preparatien of the NC programs, is done manually. 

-c- The third milestene is the conneetion between designing and 
manufacturing computer systems, thus leading to automatic 
input of data into the CAM system. This step was taken in 
the mid 1970's. 

-d- The fourth milestene is the full integration between CAM 
and CAD systems. This milestene was reached in the 
beginning of the 1980's and it marks the start of stage 
three in the CAD/CAM development pattern, thus § 4.4. 
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Figure 4.2: From manual to CAD/CAM manufacturing 

The changing of jobs basically happened during the first two 
steps described above. 

- For the machine operators the most important changes 
happened when NC machining was introduced. 

- For work preparatien staff the changes happened when NC 
programming was introduced and wi th the introduetion of 
computers, leading to CAM. 

Therefore the description in this paragraph will be a description 
of two developments: the one related to the werkforce "on the 
workfloor" the ether related to the "work-preparation" staff. 

4.2.2 Minimum requirements for CAM 

For the labeur force: 
(1) The tasks of the machine-operators on the werkfloer changes 
from operator of a single conventional machine to controller of 
several (C)NC machines. These so called maintenance workers have 
to perferm a different job compared wi th eperating a single 
machine. 

In conventional machining the machine-operator is 
responsible for the quality of each product he makes, he 
can influence the production in several ways such as the 
speed of operatien of the machine and which tools he uses. 
Since all products are "hand-made" any next product will 
slightly differ from it's predecessor. 
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With NC machines the quality of the product is much more 
stable; the speed of operatien and tools to use are already 
defined during programming in work preparatien and cannot 
be changed by the operator. The operator has to install raw 
material or semi-finished products on the machine and: 
-a- In case of NC machining; physically bring a prepared 

punched tape to the machine, read the information from 
the tape into the memory of the machine and than start 
this program. 

-b- In case of CNC machining; transfer a prepared program 
from an external memory into the internal memory of 
the machine's computer and than start this program. 

Since the transfer of information in case of CNC does not 
require the physical transportation and playing of tapes 
the machine operator requires less time, compared with NC, 
before the actual production can be started. 

In both cases after starting the prepared program the 
machine will carry out the full program and interference is 
only possible by stopping the machine and starting the same 
program all over again. 

Since the operator is not needed at the machine when the program 
is being carried out, he can operate more machines simultaneously 
and in case of a breakdown he can also be the person who is able 
to intervene, the job of operator is than combined with the job 
of maintenance worker. 

One has to conclude that the skills of the operators of NC 
machines must be different compared wi th those required for 
eperating conventional machines: 
-a- At least training is required for the way of eperating NC 

or CNC machines, explaining the machines and the operators 
manual. This kind of training has to take place at the 
actual machine. 

-b- When the task of intervention is added to the eperator's 
job he has to be trained to the level of semi-skilled 
maintenance worker. This can be done in two ways: 

- Either the worker can be trained on the job; this has 
to be done by a person who has experience in 
maintenance. 
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- Or the worker has to go to a secondary school (Dutch 
MBO-level) and follow courses in maintenance and 
engineering. 

(2) Although the making of NC programs is not directly related 
to the manufacturing of products on the workfloor, it is very 
closely related to the job of eperating NC machines. Therefore 
it is one of the main requirements to fulfil before CAM is 
introduced. In order to make good programs for the NC machines 
it is necessary to reeruit trained programroers into the 
organisation. These programroers must be familiar with all the 
aspects of machining, production processes and NC programroing. 
There are two ways of recruiting properly trained staff for this 
job: 
-a- Work preparatien staff who are already familiar with the 

machining aspects can get additional training in NC 
programming through courses arranged by the supplier of the 
CAM machinery; purchasing of such machinery could include 
a package deal in which training programs are included. 

-b- Future (C)NC programroers can follow courses in 
manufacturing as well as CAM programroing and NC languages 
on the tertiary (Dutch HBO or university) school level. 

In small companies the two separate skills as described above can 
be combined. One trained person can carry out all the above 
mentioned activities. 

This will be even more attractive when machines are controlled 
through CNC, because the person can have the machines perferm the 
production activity while he is preparing the programs for future 
production. 
since, as mentioned above, the time required to import the 
program into the computer's internal memory is very short in the 
case of CNC machining this, combined with the ability to perfarm 
the programroing task on another place, will be a major advantage 
of using such systems. 
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Table 4.1: Labour requirements for CAM 

Labour specializations: Traditional For CAM 

6. Persennel Affairs secondary additionally 
a. employment school level NC trained 

b. training on the job 

c. welfare higher, 6 a. 

7. Purebase NC machines 
Computers 

8. Stock-control Other stock, 7 

10. Maintenance & repair Separate Integrated in 
department Production 

12. Production control Manually (C)NC machine 

13. Production Operator Maintenance 
werker 

19. Werk-Preparatien Schedule NC programs 
or integrated 

21. Planning & Progress- Foreman Manager 
checking 

For capital: 
(1) The capital required for the purebase of an NC machine is 
between five and ten times that required for purchasing a 
conventional machine. It is estimated that an NC milling machine 
would cost approximately US$ 200.000. 
If a conventional machine (eest US$ 20. 000) is already available, 
NC centrolling might be added. 

(2) Next to purchasing the NC machine computers are needed on 
which the CAM programs can be operated, the purchasing costs of 
these computers were in the range of US$ 100.000 in the 1960's 
and became within the range of US$ 1. 000 during the recent 
decennium and are still declining. 

(3) Also there was a necessity for the development of software 
for the CAM systems, including the related special computer 
language. 

The development of a special computer language might take 
up to five years of R&D specialists time and could cost 
millions of dollars. The several languages which were 
developed during the 1960's have led to the acceptance of 
one of these languages as the world standard in NC 
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programming; APT (Automatically Programmed Tools) [2]. 
Nowadays training programroers the APT language is sufficient at 
the start of implementing CAM into a factory. A basic APT course 
is estimated to cost less than US$ 1.000, it could be included 
in the school program for engineers. 

Table 4.2: Capital requirements for CAM 

Required capital for: Traditional In 1960 for For CAM in 
CAM 1990 

1. C~ters N/A US$ 100.000 US$ 1.000 

2. Software N/A US$ mi ll i ons US$ 2.000 

3. Other machinery US$ 20.000 Unknown US$ 200.000 

For the management: 
(1) Assuming that no werker will be released from his duties it 
is necessary to prepare training programs for all the people who 
are werking in the sectien of the factory where CAM will be 
introduced. 

These training courses can either be internal or external. 
Any firm would prefer to arrange such courses externally since 
this will disrupt the organisation and the ongoing work as little 
as possible. However the decision will depend on the availability 
of "teachers" or "course organisers" within the country. 
If these kind of institutions are not available the companies are 
forced to organise the training courses by themsel ves, thus 
internally. 

The training programs may differ from a simple course explaining 
the introduetion of CAM and the influence on each individual job 
up to a specialized training course which will change the skill 
level of the involved workers (refer to requirements for the 
labeur force). 

(2) Since the NC machine operators will be operators of several 
machines, maintenance workers or even NC programmers, it will be 
possible to change the way of management into directly from the 
manager instead of through a foreman or a work preparatien 
department, thus establishing a more flat organisation. 
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For instance: in a conventional factory there are three levels 
in responsibility (figure 4.3a), in a CAM factory 
there would be only two levels (figure 4.3b). 

Manager 

Foreman 
Work preparer 

Operator 

Fiqure 4.3: a. conventional 
factory 

I Manager I 

I I 
Operator I N c 
maintenance programroer 
worker 

b. CAM factory 

(3) In larger companies a separate job of NC programroer can be 
established, next to the changed job of operatorjmaintenance 
worker. 

(4) Whenever the level of automation in a factory increases less 
people will be involved in the actual production process, but 
more people related to the process will be involved in order to 
have the right items on the right spot in the right time (this 
is the basic theory of logistics). The functions involved are 
maintenance, production planning and computer programming [19]. 

(5) The management has to arrange or assure a good cooperation 
between all the functions and people involved. 
This is a very difficult task for the management and no standard 
procedures or solutions are at hand. Some examples are: 

- Establishing a team spirit amongst co-workers by reaching 
some non-work related goal together, such as wi th the 
companies football team. 

- Having a manager who tells everyone involved to cooperate 
to their best of knowledge or at a certain speed (on a 
Roman vessels the speed of rowing is decided by the 
drummer). 

- Having everyone in the company feel like they are related, 
this is done in several Japanese companies such as in the 
"Nissan-family". The idea is that family would always help 
each other and never hurt another memher of the family. 
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Table 4.3: Management requirements for CAM 

Management requirements: Traditional For CAM 1990 

1. Training courses N/A Expected 
effect of CAM 

2. Management levels x X minus 1 

3. Establish new jobs N/A NC programroer 

4. Staff support Actual Maintenance, 
More attention for: production prod.planning, 

computer 
programming 

For the government: 
(1) Before implementation of CAM anywhere in a country the 
national authorities may decide to educate the future labour 
force to the required educational level. 
The government has to decide which subjects are to be taught at 
the school levels. 

(2a) For pupils who will become maintenance worker it is 
important not to be afraid to open up machinery and taking this 
apart. In the secondary school this fear can be taken away in 
special training courses. Also these pupils have to be trained 
at how to use the operators and maintenance manuals usually 
supplied by the machinery supplier. 
The maintenance worker should be able to read and understand the 
written information as well as the meaning of explanatory figures 
and symbols. This implies that one should train in foreign 
languages and in the world standards in how figures are 
constructed and the world standards in symbols (refer to figure 
4. 4) . This education can take place at the secondary school 
level, where NC machines should be available for these 
educational purposes. 
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throttle 

Fiqure 4.4: Some symbols used in hydraulics drawings [36]. 

(2b) Pupils who will become NC programroers have, next to the 
usual training in production processes and machining, to be 
trained in how to "read" a normal drawing of a product and how 
to convert this drawing into an NC program by using a programming 
language. Since there is a world standard in these languages it 
is preferred to teach the APT language. 
Also they must be trained in how to use computers and how to 
perform simple maintenance on them. 
This education can take place either at the secondary or at the 
tertiary school level. 

(3) In order to have access to the required amounts of capita! 
governments may decide on a preferenee program for certain 
sectors by making use of incentives, tax-holidays, preparing a 
good infrastructure or establishing industrial estates. 

Table 4.4: Government requirements for CAM 

Government policies: Traditional For CAM 

1. Educational level x X plus 1 

2. Specific courses for: N/A ab. Secondary-
a. Maintenance workers b. Tertiary-
b. NC-programmers school level 

3 0 Sector preferenee N/A Possible 
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4.2.3 Consequences of CAM 

On micro socio-economical level: 
(1) With regards to employment, CAM generally saves on labour. 
As an example,it has been estimated that the work carried out by 
one or two operators using CNC machines would require at least 
ten operators using conventional machines [19]. 

(2) The cost structure of the produced product will change; less 
direct labour but more indirect labour and machinery is invol ved. 

(3) The output of a CAM factory will be higher eeropared with a 
"before CAM" factory. The output might increase up to 50 %. 

(4) If the amount of products which are produced is stable, a 
decline in financial effectiveness is expected, because one has 
to pay a high price for the NC-machinery, eeropared with the price 
which one has to pay for conventional production machines. If the 
amount of produced products increases refer to comment (3). 

Table 4.5: Micro socio-economical consequences of CAM 

Micro socio-economical: Traditional After CAM 

1. Employment effects = 100 10 - 20 

2. Turnover (sales) = 100 120 - 150 

3. Financial effectiveness = 100 75 - 85 

On macro socio-economical level: 
(1) Studies in the industrialized countries [19] have revealed 
no significant correlation between unemployment rates and the 
introduetion of CAM in certain industries. 
Although there seems to be a contradietien between the effects 
on micro- and macro socio-economical level the following 
conclusion can be drawn: the save on labour on the micro socio
economical level is compensated by addi tional demand for indirect 
labour, thus in another micro socio-economical category. 
The categories in which the demand for labour increases are 
maintenance, production planning and computer programming. 
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(2) The quality of CAM produced products are at a competitive 
level on the world market, conventionally produced products will 
never reach this actual quality level required in the world. 
For instance: The production of whiskers with conventional 

machinery will show 100 slightly different 
whiskers. Producing these whiskers with NC 
machinery will offer 100 identical products. 

Since the demand for product in the developed countries makes the 
production of exactly identical products necessary, the 
conclusion is that CAM is necessary to remain, or enter, on a 
competitive level on the world's market. 

(3) A result of the CAM introduetion will be that more of the 
products can be made within the own organisation. This means that 
there will be less dependency on ether organisations, both in the 
own country and abroad. For the foreign country dependency a 
value is estimated between 70 and 90 % of the traditional 
situation. 

( 4) According to § 4. 1 the distribut ion of income in the 
traditional factory is set at 40/30/20/10. The people who are 
expected to benefit in terms of a rise of income, related to the 
introduetion of CAM, are the people werking on the werkfloer of 
the factory. 
The production workers are mainly situated in the lewest income 
classes, therefore a move upward from these two income classes 
can be expected, leading to a 30/35/25/10 distribution of income. 

Table 4.6: Macro socio-economical consequences of CAM 

Macro socio-economical: Traditional After CAM 

1. Employment effects = 100 100 

2. Product Life Cycle 10 - 15 years 10 - 15 years 

3. Dependenee on foreign = 100 70 - 90 
countries 

4. Distribution of income 40/30/20/10 30/35/25/10 
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4.3 Stage 2: CAD from 1970 

4.3.1 General 

The evolution from manual drawing of designs to integrated 
Computer Aided Designing and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) can be split 
through the recognition of three milestones which mark the major 
steps taken in this development (also see figure 4.5): 
-a- The first milestene is the introduetion of the IC and the 

related availability of interactive graphics on less 
expensive minicomputers. This made simple automated 
drafting (2D-CAD) accessible for many people in the early 
1970's. Computers started replacing paper, pencils, 
etcetera in the old-fashioned drawing departments. 

-b- The secend milestene is the further development of computer 
hardware and software through which the possibilities for 
computer graphics expanded drastically over the years. 3D
CAD was developed and its advantages were recognized in the 
mid 1970's. 

-c- The third milestene is the full integration between CAD and 
CAM systems. This milestene was reached in the beginning of 
the 1980's and it marks the start of stage three in the 
CAD/CAM development pattern, thus § 4.4. 

CAD/CAM 

3D-CAD 

2D-CAD 

Manual 

1970 1975 1980 

Figure 4.5: From manual to CAD/CAM designing 

The description in the remainder of this paragraph will be based 
on both the introduetion of 2D-CAD and 3D-CAD, with the emphasis 
on 3D-CAD, since this caused major changes in the way of 
designing. 
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4.3.2 Minimum requirements for CAD 

For the labour force: 
(1) Since a 20-CAD systems is a technological aid representing 
the automation of pencil and paper (see § 2.2 CAD) it is not 
necessary to skill the workers differently compared wi th the 
situation before. The only additional requirement with the 
"before-CAD era" is that the workers should not be afraid of 
using the computer instead of doing their conventional job. 

(2) The introduetion of 30-CAD however requires a different 
attitude towards the way of designing. The skill level will still 
be technician or above including special training aimed at 
designing on 3D-CAD systems instead of designing on paper. 

Such special training should be aimed at the different way of 
designing as explained in chapter 2: Definitions. 
It is necessary to train the future designers in transferring 
their three dimensional ideas about their design into three 
dimensional figures in the computer system. It might as well be 
easier to teach designers to design with a 3D-CAD system instead 
of explaining and training them all the regulations in 2D drawing 
on paper or 2D-CAD. These 3D-CAD designers have to be trained on 
actual CAD systems. 

Table 4.7: Labour requirements for CAD 

Labour specializations: Traditional For CAD 

6. Personnel Affairs tertiary 3D-CAD trained 
a. employment school level instead of 2D 

b. training on the job 

c. welfare higher, 6 a. 

7. Purebase Drawing board, Computers 
chalk paper, Plotters & 
pencils, Plotter pens 
erasers. 

8. Stock-control Other stock, 7 

15. Research & Development Drawing on Designing on 
paper computers 
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For capita!: 
(1) In the early 1970's a CAD computer system would eest between 
US$ 7. 000 and US$ 70.000 per werkstation. These prices are mainly 
related to the options which are included, varying from simple 
automated drafting (2D-CAD) to 3D-CAD. 

Taking the explosive growth of the computer market in mind it is 
net surprising to see that the prices per werkstation are now 
(1994) reduced to the range of US$ 2.000 to US$ 10.000. 

( 2) There was a need for the development of hardware (i.e. 
interactive graphics) and software for the CAD systems. 
Today (1994) there already exists a wide range in CAD hardware 
and software (refer to [3]). A potential CAD user can simply 
choose in the wide range in prices to pay and possible options 
to use in this equipment. 

(3) Instead of an old-fashioned drawing board, which eest some 
US$ 1.000 to US$ 2.000 it will be necessary to install a plotter, 
in order to enable the CAD users to make output on paper from the 
data which they stored in the CAD system. The eest of a plotters 
are estimated to be between US$ 1.000 and US$ 100.000, depending 
on the required quality of the output and the maximum size of 
paper which can be processed. 

Table 4.8: Capita! requirements for CAD 

Requi red capital for: Traditional In 1970 for For CAD in 1990 
CAD 

1. Computers N/A US$ 7 - 70.000 US$ 2 - 10.000 

2. Software N/A US$ mill i ons US$ 2.000 

3. Other machinery Unknown 
a. Drawing board US$ 1 - 2.000 
b. Plotter US$ 1 - 100.000 

For the management: 
(1) Designers who are already affiliated to the company where CAD 
is introduced have to be trained in using this equipment. At 
first they have to use the 2D-CAD function of the computer, since 
this will net only make them acquainted with the computer system 
but it will take away most of their fears towards the use of the 
3D-CAD functions. 
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(2) On the ether hand it is possible to release all designers and 
to hire designers who are already trained at using the 3D-CAD 
system. These workers however have to be trained in the normal 
business of the company, which accounts for all new staff. 

Table 4.9: Management requirements for CAD 

Management requirements: Traditional For CAD 

1. Training courses N/A CAD designing 

2. Management levels x x 
3. Establish new jobs N/A CAD designer 

4. Staff support no change 
More attention for: 

For the government: 
Similar to the requirements mentioned for the introduetion of CAM 
the government can decide on (1) educational programs andjor on 
(3) preferenee measures in order to promate the investment of 
capita! into certain sectors. 

(2) The educational programs for 3D-CAD designers are at the 
tertiary school level and, compared with the old fashioned 
designer schools, should provide training programs with 3D-CAD 
computers and courses aimed at solid-modelling designing. 

Table 4.10: Government requirements for CAD 

Government policies: Traditional For CAD 

1. Educational level x X or X plus 1 

2. Specific courses for: N/A a. Secondary-
a. 2D-CAD designers b. Tertiary-
b. 3D-CAD designers school level 

3. Sector preferenee N/A Possible 
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4.3.3 Consequences of CAD 

On micro socio-economical level: 
( 1) Since CAD is clearly not a technological aid introduced 
purely for labour saving in the drawing office there are only 
minor consequences for the size of the workforce. However the 
kind of work performed and the amount of output created changed 
considerably. 
Some examples of this change in output are (14]: 
-a- Reduced lead times in respondinq to customers; if customers 

want to receive parts of a drawing in detail it is easy to 
"zoom in" in the CAD drawing and print or plot parts of the 
original drawing as detailed drawings. 

-b- Reduced lead times in makinq modifications, if a part of 
the drawing is not correct one can make the changes in the 
CAD drawing and quickly the corrected drawing is ready to 
use. 

-c- Reduced lead times for new product desiqn, if standard 
parts are used there are generally libraries available with 
these parts, for instanee for nuts and bolts. 
For a designer it is not necessary to draw a whole bolt 
every time he wants to use one, he simply puts a standard 
command in the position where the bolt must be drawn and 
the CAD program draws the bolt. 

-d- Improved quality and accuracy of desiqn, since all single 
drawings can be connected to each other in the CAD system 
it is easy to make a drawing of two or more related parts. 
In such a drawing one can easily recognize mistakes in 
sizes. This should be a signa! to the designer that one of 
the invol ved parts is not good in design and has to be 
corrected. 

-e- A better imaqe towards customers, with the drawings in the 
CAD system i t is easy for designers to make accurate 
drawings to use for presentation towards customers. 

(2) One of the main advantages of CAD is the ability to work with 
less drawings [14]. 

(3) If CAD is used only for the replacement of pencil and paper 
(thus as 2D-CAD) it can be seen as an expensive toy for the 
designers, therefore there will be no noticeable effect towards 
the amount of people employed. Depending on whether the CAD 
system will also be used as an integrated design instrument or 
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for other parts of the organisation the return on investment will 
be higher, either shown in an increase in sales or in a decline 
in the amount of people involved in the design process. This main 
difference in use of a CAD system will also be noted in the 
financial effectiveness of the system. 

Table 4.11: Micro socio-economical consequences of CAD 

Micro socio-economical: Traditional After CAD 

1. Employment effects = 100 90 - 100 

2. Turnover (sales) = 100 100 - 110 

3. Financial effectiveness = 100 70 - 90 

On macro socio-economical level: 
(1) As mentioned for the micro socio-economical consequences CAD 
is not introduced for labour saving. It is estimated that, if the 
introduetion only takes place in the fermer design department 
there will also be no effect on the macro socio-economical level. 

(2) Quicker response to market requirements. [30] The product 
life cycles (PLC) of many products in the western society are 
reduced from 10 to 15 years in the 1970's to a PLC of 5 to 8 
years in the 1980's (see figure 4.6). 
For example: The production of the (1960/1970 designed) Dutch 

"DAF" passenger cars lasted over 10 years, 
nowadays automobile producers have to launch new 
roodels at least every 5 years. 
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Product life cycle 

:riqure 4.6: 
Year Year 

Product Life Cycles during the 1970's and 1980's 
[ 30] . 
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(3) Considering that the automation of a design department is 
only possible when such department already exists there will be 
no difference in dependency on other organisations, and thus not 
in dependency on foreign countries. 

(4) The people werking in the design departments who will have 
to work with the CAD systems are already educated, but will be 
educated on a somewhat higher level. Based on this rise in 
education level their income will also rise, shown in a move to 
the right in the income distribution. Since designers are 
certainly not the highest paid workers this move will take place 
in the middle income range. 

Table 4.12: Macro socio-economical consequences of CAD 

Macro socio-economical: Traditional After CAD 

1. Employment effects = 100 100 

2. Product Life Cycle 10 - 15 years 5 - 8 years 

3. Dependenee on foreign = 100 100 
countries 

4. Distribution of income 40/30/20/10 40/25/25/10 
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4.4 Stage 3: CAD /CAM from 1980 

4.4.1 General 

During the most recent years the design- and manufacturing 
departments started to notice that it is not very convenient to 
perferm the designing tasks for products or parts on one computer 
and the manufacturing tasks on another. 
The transfer of design data to the manufacturing computer 
happened by producing some kind of drawing as an output of the 
CAD system and taking this piece of paper to the CAM system, 
where an operator had to prepare new input as a basis for the 
manufacturing drawings. 

The conneetion of the CAM and CAD systems to each other was not 
possible for many years. There were several reasens why this 
logical step in the development pattern could not be taken. 

Next to the technological barriers one had to find a way of 
getting the people involved in all the separate departments 
to work together on the same product, with the same goal. 

Ristory proved that these psychological barriers were higher than 
the technological barriers, because in many companies there were 
(and sametimes still are) very strict rules on how the 
communication between different departments should be. Only after 
this barrier was taken down the development of CAD/CAM systems 
became (and becomes) possible. 

4.4.2 Minimum requirements for CAD/CAM 

For the labour force: 
(1) In order to achieve an appropriate cooperation between the 
many departments involved in CAD and CAM it is necessary to have 
workers who are trained in thinking with some kind of ideology 
aimed at cooperation and reaching the same goal. 
While being aware of the difficulties which will occur when 
workers in already existing factories have to adapt to new and 
different ways of thinking, this could be a great opportunity for 
those factories, companies or even entire countries where the 
activities are to be started in the future. 
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One can start from scratch and the workers can be trained in the 
philosophy of the company. 

Table 4.13: Labour requirements for CAD/CAM 

Labour specializations: Traditional For CAD/CAM 

1. Public Relations Connected (#) 

2. Sales From stock On order 

3. Service Connected (#) 

4. Transport-Intern Separate Integrated (*) 

5. Transport-Extern More frequent 
smaller amount 

6. Persennel Affairs x X plus 1 or 2 
a. employment 

b. training On computers 

c. welfare higher, 6 a. 

7. Purebase Separate Integrated (*) 

8. Stock-control In warehouse Integrated (*) 

9. Security no change 

10. Maintenance & repair Separate Integrated (*) 

11. Accounting no change (@) 

12. Production control Manually By computers 

13. Production More functions 
integrated 

14. Inspeetion Separate Integrated (*) 

15. Research & Development Connected (#) 

16. Administration no change (@) 

17. Legal Affairs no change (@) 

18. Market research Selling what Make what can 
is made be sold 

19. Work-Preparation Separate Integrated (*) 

20. Statistics Separate Integrated (*) 

21. Planning & Progress- Separate Integrated (*) 
checking 

(the symbols #, @, and * are explained on the next pages) 
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# = These three functions will be much closer connected to the 
actual production process than befere the introduetion of 
the CAD/CAM system, for the related functions this closer 
conneetion means: 

# 1. PUblic Relations 
In order to reduce the amounts of stocked finished products 
one starts making products after they are sold. PR and 
Sales have to know the possibilities within the production 
department in terms of what products can be made in which 
amount of time. 
A quick feedback between PR (and thus the market) and 
production is made possible by the ability of integrated 
CAD/CAM systems to produce accurate and up to date drawings 
of the product, based on which PR can discuss all product 
possibilities with potential customers. 

# 3. service 
This function also is connected to the R & D (15) function, 
since the job which the service people have to perferm will 
be made easier. Products can be designed while considering 
the way of performing service. 

# 15. Research & Development 
The designs are made while considering the way of 
production. In order for the designers to understand the 
difficulties they might create integrated in the designs 
they make, they will have to cooperate with the people who 
actually make the products. 

* = The following eight functions are integrated in the 
functions of the production departments after CAD/CAM is 
introduced, for the related functions this integration 
means: 

* 4. Transport-Intern 

* 7. 

In order to reduce the amount of raw material available 
within the factory the stock will be on only one place. 
Most convenient is to stock as close as possible to the 
production machine. Whenever the raw material is needed one 
can SEE what is available. For internal transport this 
means that all incoming goeds are placed on the workfloor 
and that the next function they have to perferm is 
transportation of finished products. 

Purebase 
Reducing the amounts of stock in for instanee a JIT 
organisation means that one has to make up very strict 
rules with suppliers. Purebase has to know exactly when 
materials are needed for production. 
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* a. Stock-control 
Since the amounts of stock and the physical place of the 
stock will change the function of stock control should be 
de-centralized and each stocking place should have direct 
connections with purchasing. 
The most convenient way of doing this is connecting the 
measuring instrument for the amounts of stock to a central 
computer which signal whenever ordering stock is necessary. 

* 10. Maintenance & repair 
As mentioned for the CAM requirements this function can be 
included into the functions which the operator 1 
maintenance worker is assigned to. If this integration of 
functions is complete the old-fashioned maintenance and 
repair department can be eliminated. 

* 14. Inspeetion 
In the projected ideal system the quality of the products 
is determined by the quality of incoming raw materials and 
by the production process. 
If the correct materials are input and the production 
process is constantly being controlled separate product 
inspeetion is no longer necessary. 

* 19. Work-Preparation 
It is no longer possible to make mid-term or long term 
production schedules which are exactly carried out. 
Depending on the orders from the market the production 
schedule may even change on a one day notice. 

* 20. Statistica 
In the traditional way statistica! figures mention Mean, 
Average and Range. 
In for instanee a JIT organisation these figures loose a 
large part of their meaning. Since the basic theory of JIT 
is to deliver at exactly the right time a too late delivery 
is similar to no delivery at all and delivering earlier can 
not be used as compensation in statistica! terms. 

* 21. Planning & Progress checking 
As mentioned for the Work-Preparation function it will be 
no longer possible to make exact schedules on monthly or 
yearly basis, since the market requirements are directly 
put into the production department. Rough schedules are 
necessary for the purchase of machine and the hiring of 
personnel. The rest of this function is carried out on a 
weekly basis, closely connected to the market orders. 

An exact description of the above mentioned 11 connected and 
integrated functions cannot be gi ven here since this is a 
completely different subject of science: LOGISTICS. 
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@ = There is no change in the way of Accounting (11), 
Administration ( 16) and the way of arranging any Leg al 
Affairs (17), because the general rules which these 
departments have to fellow are set by the governments. 

For capita!: 
The advantages of a CAD/CAM system compared with separate CAD and 
CAM systems is not a cheaper price to pay for the system, but the 
additional integrated features it offers. 
(1) The cost of a complete CAD/CAM system are estimated to be 
similar to the cumulative cost of separate CAD and CAM systems, 
thus: 
-1- computer: US$ 3.000 to US$ 11.000 
-2- software: US$ 4.000 
-3- other machinery: a. Conventional machine: US$ 20.000 

b. NC-machinery: US$ 200.000 
c. Drawing board: US$ 1.000 to US$ 2.000 
d. Plotter: US$ 1.000 to US$ 5.000 

Table 4.14: Capita! requirements for CAD/CAM 

Required capita! for: Traditional For CAD/CAM 

1. Computers N/A US$ 3 - 11.000 

2. Software N/A US$ 4.000 

3. Other machinery 
a. Conventional machine US$ 20.000 
b. NC machinery US$ 200.000 
c. Drawing board US$ 1 - 2.000 
d. Plotter US$ 1 - 100.000 

For the management and the government: 
When using a CAD/CAM system some of the tasks which used to be 
allocated to the manufacturing department are now carried out by 
the design department. 

- It is recognized that when one can design with the 
manufacturing process in mind (CAD/CAM) it is possible to 
design products or parts which are more simple to make. 
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( 1) Therefore new work organisations are required [ 19]. The 
traditional separation between design and manufacturing 
departments must disappear. There is a need for cooperation 
between these departments in order to develop products which are 
suitable for the new manufacturing system [14]. The essence of 
this functional integration of departments is not to eliminate 
specialist skills but to join them in a coordinated fashion on 
all problems related to the product. 

New management techniques such as, Just In Time (JIT), Total 
Quality Control (TQC) and Shop floor work organisations all 
emphasize flexibility. The introduetion of at least one of these 
techniques prior to the introduetion of CAD/CAM will smoothen an 
overall acceptance of this technological aid. 

In order to introduce this kind of relatively new management 
techniques it is necessary that the policy makers of a country 
or a company decide upon the strategie importance for themselves. 
Also the introduetion should be promoted by use of incentives for 
entrepreneurs. 

The best example for the introduetion of new management 
techniques is the case of Japan. After World War II the aim of 
all Japanese worker was the same; being market leader in all 
possible sectors, thus making up for the loss of face which 
occurred during World War II. For a more recent example please 
refer to the case of South Korea as elaborated in chapter 6. 

Table 4.15: Management requirements for CAD/CAM 

Management requirements: Traditional For CAD/CAM 

1. Training courses N/A Organisational 
changes 

2. Management levels x X minus 1 or 2 

3 0 Establish new jobs N/A Logistics 
manager 

4. Staff support Actual Organisation 
More attention for: production Logistics 
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Table 4.16: Government requirements for CAD/CAM 

Government policies: Traditional For CAD/CAM 

1. Educational level x X plus 1 

2. Specific courses for: N/A State of mind 
a. All workers 

3 0 Sector preferenee N/A Possible 

4.4.3 Consequences of CAD /CAM 

On micro socio-economical level: 
(1) With the introduetion of a new management technique all the 
jobs related to the actual production process will more or less 
change (refer to labeur requirements). Some jobs which have been 
completely separated befere can now be integrated into one 
function, thus leading to a reduction in the amount of people 
employed in the whole process. 

(2) By any standards, the introduetion of large Computer Aided 
systems and the changed kind of management make the company very 
vulnerable to disruption. If they are to be successful (which is 
assumed to be the main objective) the firm's manufacturing 
organisation and product range will have to be reviewed and 
rationalised. Computer Aided systems are certainly not a 
miraculeus solution for enterprises falling victim to market 
forces, the above mentioned requirements are necessary in order 
to make the system work in a profitable way. 

This means that if the company fails in implementing one of the 
new ways of management simultaneously with the introduetion of 
such large Computer Aided systems they might be on the edge of 
bankruptcy. (3) This statement leads to the conclusion that the 
financial effectiveness can differ between making more money or 
losing the whole organisation. 

The profits of one company will not show a continuous increase 
over a long period of time, many competitors want to benefit from 
the same "treasure of gold" and will soon enter the market where 
profitable companies operate. 
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Table 4.17: Micro socio-economical consequences of CAD/CAM 

Micro socio-economical: Traditional After CAD/CAM 

1. Employment effects = 100 80 or 0 

2. Turnover (sales) = 100 0 or 200 

3. Financial effectiveness = 100 0 or 150 

On macro socio-economical level: 
{1) When the implementation of different ways of management is 
successful companies may reach a high level of competition and 
accordingly a growth of the sector. However if the implementation 
is not successful the complete sector may disappear. 

{2) As mentioned for the CAD development the product life cycle 
has reduced during the last decades. With the integration of CAD 
and CAM into one computer system the development process can be 
reduced again, resulting in a further reduction of the PLC 
compared with the traditional situation. 

{3) Assuming that the integration of CAD and CAM into one system 
will not reduce the move towards independency from other 
organisations and foreign countries as mentioned for the separate 
CAM system, the integrated system will have a reduced dependency 
on other organisations and thus on other countries. 

( 4) It will be possible that the moves in income classes as 
mentioned for the CAM and CAD development stages are taking place 
simultaneously, thus showing a move to the right in the whole 
income distribution pattern and arranging for a more flat 
distribution of income amongst most income classes. 
Traditional 40/30/20/10 distribution will change to: 

Based on CAM: 30/35/25/10 
Based on CAD: 40/25/25/10 
Cumulative {CAD/CAM): 30/30/30/10 
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Table 4.18: Macro socio-economical consequences of CAD/CAM 

Macro socio-economical: Traditional After CAD/CAM 

1. Employment effects = 100 120 or 0 

2. Product Life Cycle 10 - 15 years 3 - 6 years 

3. Dependenee on foreign = 100 70 - 90 
countries 

4. Distribution of income 40/30/20/10 30/30/30/10 

4.5 Summarized CAD /CAM development pattern 

1970 

1980 

Figure 4.7: 

Manufacturing 
department 

CAM 

CAD/CAM 

Design 
department 

C A D 

summary of the development of CAD, CAM and 
CAD/CAM [ 12]. 
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4.5.1 General 

Next to the necessary knowledge of traditional design and 
manufacturing systems, the main new skill requirements for staff 
werking with CAM, CAD or CAD/CAM systems appears to be "computer 
literacy" together with an open mind and a high degree of 
accuracy and attention to detail. 

Traditional draughtsman skills nevertheless appear to retain 
their validity and importance, at least for the time being, since 
the main tasks remain unchanged. Because they are relieved of 
much routine work draughtsmen and designers should have more time 
for creative work, but in practice existing software, rules and 
macros stored in data banks may seriously limit their creativity 
options. 

4.5.2 Overviewing the tables 

In the paragraphs 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 the requirements for and 
consequences of the related development are compared with the 
traditional factory in 18 tables. Since these tables show parts 
of the followed development pattern, they are summarized into an 
overview in the following six tables (Tables 4.19 .. 4.24). These 
can be used during the remainder of the research. For completion 
sake these tables will mention all the distinguished items 
(according to § 4.1). Whenever there is no change compared with 
the situation in the traditional company the term "no change" 
will be mentioned. 
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Table 4.19: Summary of changes in labour requirements 

Traditional For CAM For CAD For CAD/CAM 

1 Publ ie Relations no change no change Connected 

2 Sales From stock no change no change On order 

3 Service no change no change Connected 

4 Transport-Intern Separate no change no change Integrated 

5 Transport-Extern no change no change More frequent, 
smaller amount 

6 Persennel Aff. x additionally NC 3D-CAD trained X plus 1 or 2 
a ~loyment trained instead of 2D 

b training on the job on the job On computers 

c welfare higher, 6a higher, 6a higher, 6a 

7 Purchase Separate Ne-machines Computers, Integrated 
Computers Plotters & 

Plotter pens 

8 Stock-control Separate Other stock, 7 Other stock, 7 Integrated 

9 Security no change no change no change 

10 Maintenance & Separate Integrated in no change Integrated 
repair production 

11 Accounting no change no change no change 

12 Prod.-control Manually (C)NC-machine no change By computers 

13 Production Operator Maintenance no change More functions, 
werker see integrated 

14 Inspeetion Separate no change no change Integrated 

15 Research & Drawing on paper no change Designing on Connected 
Development computers 

16 Administration no change no change no change 

17 Legal Affairs no change no change no change 

18 Market research Sell what is no change no change Make what can be 
made sold 

19 Work-Preparation Schedule NC programs or no change Integrated 
integrated 

20 Statistics Separate no change no change Integrated 

21 Planning & Foreman Manager no change Integrated 
Progress check. 
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Table 4.20: Summary of changes in capita! requirements (US$) 

Traditional For CAM For CAD For CAD/CAM 

1. Computers N/A 1.000 2-10.000 3-11.000 

2. Software N/A 2.000 2.000 4.000 

3. Other machinery 
a. Conventional 20.000 
b. NC machinery 200.000 200.000 
c. Drawing board 1-2.000 
d. Plotter 1-100.000 1-100.000 

Table 4.21: summary of changes in management requirements 

Traditional For CAM For CAD For CAD/CAM 

1 Training courses N/A Expected effects CAD designing Organisational 
changes 

2 Management levels x X minus 1 x X minus 1 or 2 

3 Establish new job N/A NC-programmer CAD designer Logistics man. 

4 Staff support Actual Maintenance no change Organisation 
Attention for: production Product ion- Logistics 

planning 
Prototype Computer-
testing programming 

Table 4.22: Summary of changes in government requirements 
11 l For CAM For CAD For CAD/CAM 

1. Education level x X plus 1 X or X plus 1 X plus 1 

2. Spec. courses: N/A 
a. Maintenance Secondary-
b. NC programroers Tertiary-
c. 20-CAD design. school level Secondary-
d. 3D-CAD design. Tertiary-
e. All workers school level State of mind 

3. Sector prefer. N/A Possible Possible Possible 
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Table 4.23: Summary of micro socio-economical consequences 

Traditional After CAM After CAD After CAD/CAM 

1. Employment = 100 10 - 20 90 - 100 80 or 0 

2. Turnover = 100 120 - 150 100 - 110 0 or 200 

3. Financiel eff. = 100 75 - 85 70 - 90 0 or 150 

Table 4.24: Summary of macro socio-economical consequences 

Traditional After CAM After CAD After CAD/CAM 

1. Employment = 100 100 100 120 or 0 

2. P.L.C. 10 - 15 years 10 - 15 years 5 - 8 years 3 - 6 years 

3. Dependenee on = 100 70 - 90 100 70 - 90 
foreign countr. 

4. Income distrib. 40/30/20/10 30/35/25/10 40/25/25/10 30/30/30/10 
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5. THE MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY IN THE 1990'5 

5.1 Introduetion 

According to [20, page 196], the rules of competition are rapidly 
changing in the world manufacturing market and this evolution 
will have an important impact on the developing countries. 
Products characteristics and product innovation have become the 
primary determinants of competitiveness. This is particularly 
true in engineering industries where shorter life cycles and 
greater flexibility in response to customer's needs play a large 
role. Flexible manufacturing practice is becoming the best 
manufacturing system in mass production industries like 
automobiles or in such craft industries as machine tools. 
Numerical Control Machine Tools on the shopfloor, Computer Aided 
Design werkstations in the design departments are examples of 
individual automation technologies on a stand-alone basis which 
are slowly integrated into island automation and flexible 
manufacturing systems such as CAD/CAM. There is an important 
trend towards more product diversification and more competition 
in design, distribution and services in addition to actual 
production. 

Trad i tionally international trade has been the instrument of 
expansion of the machine tool industry. During the recent decade 
international transfer of technology has been growing in 
importance, and (to a lesser extent) so has direct foreign 
investment. Through licences for manufacture and transfer of 
product and process engineering, machine tool manufacturers have 
been able to reduce the technological gap separating them from 
firms in the industrialized countries which are on the frontiers 
of technica! knowledge. This has led to a more internationally 
oriented kind of production. 

Questions which arise related to the changing of the world market 
situation, especially related to developing countries are: 
-1- Will the changes in the world market of the machine tool 

industry offer new opportunities of production for 
developing countries ? 
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Or will these changes mean that there are higher barriers 
to take for the developing countries who want to start or 
maintain a machine tool industry ? 

-2- Will these changes slow down or speed up the move towards 
international production ? 

In the remainder of this chapter four kinds of descriptions will 
be given. It is noted that these descriptions will not settle the 
above mentioned questions, however they will offer a handle for 
the analysis of the six case studies [16, 17, 18 and 21], carried 
out in chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations, first for each 
separate case study, than in more general terms, will be given 
in chapter 7. 

The four descriptions are: 
-a- two kinds of classifications for the machine tool industry, 

used in the understudied UNIDO case studies, 
-b- an analysis of the world-wide operations in the machine 

tool industry, 
-c- a description of the machine tool industry diamond, which 

consists of the main determinants for competitive national 
advantages, and 

-d- the resulting constraints and opportunities for developing 
countries in entering andjor sustaining their machine tool 
industry. 

All four descriptions are aimed at answering the first question. 
For the second question only descriptions b and d are relevant. 

5.2 Classifying the machine tooi industry 

Among the machine tools two classifications are possible, the 
first classification is by function, the second by means of 
control [20, page 15 through 22]. 
Both classifications are used in the UNIDO case studies, which 
will be analyzed in chapters 6. 
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Classification by function: 
- metalcutting machine tools (75 %): 

these machines are used to cut away surplus material from 
a piece of roetal in order to produce a part with the 
desired shape and size. 

- metalforming machine tools (25 %): 
these machines shape roetal without the use of a cutting 
tool. The most widely used roetal forming machines are 
presses, which represent nearly ene half of this type of 
machine tools. 

Classification by means of control: 
- conventional machine tools: 

these machines are controlled by a skilled machinist who 
studies a blueprint and manually directs the machine, based 
on his knowledge of the machine tool and his interpretation 
of the drawing. 
Conventional machine tools represent 90 
machine tools in the engineering 
industrialized countries. 

- automatic machine tools: 

% of installed 
industries of 

these machines are built to carry out a specific sequence 
of operations, making the maximum use of fixtures and 
tooling. After World War II the automatic machine tools 
developed in two directions: 
- the transfer machine: 

a combined material-processing and material-handling 
system, with several machine tools linked together 
along a transfer line. 

- the numerically controlled machine tools: 
for a description of this way of centrolling machine 
tools please refer to chapter 3. 

An example of the spread of the different kinds of means of 
control in a leading industrialized country is the case of the 
Federal Republic of Germany as shown in figure 5.1. 
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Means of production 

e.g. NC/CN machine, industrial 
robot, VDU, PC, computerised 
medical equipment 

e.g. automatic lathe, 
punching press, 
rinsing machine, filling machine 

Level of 
automation/mechanisation 

Highest 

High 

e.g. lathe, milling machine, Medium 
copying lathe, booking machine -----------t~ 

e.g. drilling machine, 
typewriter, telephone 

e.g.file,brush,hammer, 
spade,microscope, 
writing utensils 

Figure 5.1: 

The development 
the boundaries 
introduetion of 

Low 

None 

Use of means of production by employees in the 
Pederal Republic of Germany in 1985-86, by level 
of automationjmechanisation [25]. 

of numerically controlled machine tools altered 
of the machine tool industry. Prior to the 
(C)NC technology, the machine tool industry was 

a clear sub-sector of the non-electrical machinery industry (!SIC 
382). The machine tool industry can now be considered as a sub
sector of the mechatronics sector, which is a combination of 
mechanica! engineering and electranies [20, page 30]. 

In the coming years subsequent changes will appear through the 
introduetion of new materials replacing steel in mechanica! 
engineering. This could lead to the emergence of new actors in 
the machine tool industry and a third kind of classification 
among the machine tools. 

Since the four authors of the understudied case studies do not 
use these classifications in a consistent way, they will not be 
used for the analysis of the individual case studies nor will 
they be used for the comparative analysis. 
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5.3 The world machine tooi industry 

This paragraph is a combined summary 
in [ 41], the first three pages of 
mentioned in chapter 1 in [20]. 

of the introduetion given 
[ 19] and the main items 

Machine tools form a small proportion of the output of capita! 
goeds even in countries which are leaders in world production. 
The importance of the industry arises not from i ts economie 
impact but from its exceptional technological contribution. 
Machine tools are instruments for the manufacture of machines and 
manufacturing equipment, sometimes described as "mother 
machines", and therefore incorporate a significant part of 
technological progress. In this way they act as powerful 
conveyors of technological innovations in the economy of a 
country. 

The machine tool industry is an established industrial sector 
(within ISIC 38) which has provided driving power for industrial 
development for well over a century. The industry is knowledge
intensi ve, i t is, however, not a high technology industry. 
Investments in Research and Development are relatively low 
eeropared to ether industrial sectors. The machine tool industry 
uses many technological innovations developed in ether 
industries, notably the incorporation of micro-electronics, 
particularly in computerized numerical control (CNC) machine 
tools and increasingly materials science. 

In addition to this technological role, another crucial aspect 
of this industry which has made it particularly attractive in 
industrial development is the fact that machine tool 
manufacturers are, generally, medium- or smali-scale enterprises 
with relatively low investments in fixed assets who employ highly 
qualified technica! and production staff with much higher 
salaries than the industrial average. The qualification is either 
obtained through training within an institute like a university 
or through "on-the-job" training. 

Despite these attractions, the manufacture of machine tools is 
an activity undertaken by relatively few countries. 
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Tabla 

Few developing countries have succeeded in making serieus 

advances in this industry and in any event with somewhat 
unequal success. 
Among the industrialized countries, the case of Japan has 
been the most spectacular with regards to the development 
of this industry, which led to dominanee in the world 
production of machine tools (refer to table 5.1). 
Obviously many policy makers aften refer to the case of 
Japan as THE example which has to be followed in order to 
reach competitiveness in the world market. 

Country 1990 Productioq Share (%) 

1. Japan 10,832.1 23.25 
2. Germany (former FRG) 8,826.5 18.95 
3. USSR 4,580.0 9.83 
4. Italy 3,966.0 8.51 
5. Switzerland 3,183.6 6.83 
6. U.S.A. 3,140.0 6.74 
7. United Kingdom 1,719.7 3.69 
8. France 1,364.8 2.93 
9. Former GDR 1,085.0 2.33 
10. Taiwan, Province of China 1,034.9 2.22 
11. Spa in 1,034.9 2.22 
12. Peop1e's Repub1ic of China 989.7 2.12 
13. Repub1ic of Korea 733.3 1.58 
14. Yugos1avia 629.0 1. 35 
15. Romani a 530.7 1.14 
16. Brazil 450.0 0.97 
17. Canada 368.9 0.79 
18. Austria 280.5 0.60 
19. Be1gium 271.9 0.58 
20. Sweden 251.7 0.54 
21. India 243.5 0.52 
22. Po1and 200.0 0.43 
23. Czechos1ovakia 191.9 0.41 
24. Bu1garia 160.0 0.35 
25. Hungary 97.8 0.21 
26. Netherlands 97.8 0.21 
27. Denmark 80.3 0.17 
28. Singapore 65.7 0.14 
29. Finland 57.8 0.13 
30. Argentina 38.2 0.08 
31. Others 76.3 0.16 

TOT AL 46,582.5 100.00 

5.1: Ma in machine tool producers in 1990 (in US$ 
millions) [ 19] 0 

There are some 3000 types of machine tools differing in their 
production technologies and design features. They differ in 
appearance from a simple knife to an extremely complicated 
machining centre. Th is di vers i ty has made i t necessary for 
machine tool firms to specialize in well defined, narrow product 
lines catering for particular markets. These specialized 
producers buy-in many components and rely heavily on sub

contractors. 
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For instance: As a percentage of total production inputs the 
value of bought-in goeds and services ranges from 
40 % in Europe to 60 % in Japan, where a well 
organised system consisting of layers of sub
contractors exists. 

This heavy reliance on sub-contracting services has led to 
geographical concentrations of the industry. 

5.4 The machine tooi industry diamond 

Figure 5.2 shows the machine tool industry diamond, which will 
be used for the analysis of the six case studies in chapter 6. 
Each cornerstanes of the diamond represents one of the four 
distinguished determinants for competitive advantage of a 
national machine tool industry [20, page 44 and 45]. 

FACTOR 
CONDITIONS 

FIRM STRATEGY 
STRUCTURE AND 
RIVALRY 

RELATED AND 
SUPPORTING 
INDUSTRIES 

DEMAND 
CONDITIONS 

Fiqure 5.2: The machine tool industry diamond [20]. 
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-1- Factor conditions: 
The industry relies on highly skilled labeur in mechanica! 
engineering and increasingly in electronic. In 
industrialized countries, technological centres, industry 
associations and universities have been important knowledge 
resources. With the shift towards Numerical Control, 
telecommunications infrastructure will play a larger role 
than in the past. 

-2- Demand conditions: 
The market is highly differentiated, the characteristics of 
the damestic and regional demand for machine tools 
determines the growth and technological level of the 
machine tool industry. Thus, the structure, size and 
technological level of the engineering industries play a 
crucial role in shaping the machine tool industry. Among 
engineering industries, the automotive and aerospace 
industries often have the most stringent requirements and 
hence their presence tends to stimulate technological 
innovation in the machine tool industry. 

-3- Related and supporting industries: 
Forging, casting, gearmaking and surface treatment 
facilities are the supporting industries which are needed 
by the machine tool industry and a close relationship 
between suppliers and machine tool firms will enhance the 
technological development of the industry. 

-4- Firm strategy, structure and rivalry: 
As mentioned befere, the machine tool industry is often 
made up of medium- and small-scale enterprises, often 
geographical concentratien is the rule and dornestic rivalry 
is important. 
While the largest firms, on a worldwide level, will focus 
on machines which allow long runs of production the smaller 
will concentrate on niche products. In all cases, a 
competitive environment is essential for success. 

Government role does not appear as a determinant of national 
competi ti veness, however the governments' industrial pol icies can 
influence each one of the determinants wi thin the diamond as 
shown in figure 5.2: 
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- By providing training facilities it helps promote the 
factor conditions. 

- By shaping the local demand through its preeurement policy, 
and by establishing standards and regulations. 

- By taking measures for promotion of supporting industries. 
- By influencing firm strategies through tax and trade 

policies. 

5.5 Constraints and opportunities for developing 
countries 

One of the most important decisions facing developing countries 
in the machine tool industry is the "make or buy" decision, 
taking into account the choice of a product mix and the 
acquisition of technology. 

When looking at the machine tool industry diamond in figure 5.2 
and what it stands for the following constraints for developing 
countries can be distilled. 

-1- Factor conditions [15, page 27]: 
In the field of machine tool mechanics and design, 
developing countries lag far behind. The majority of the 
machine tools produced in developing countries are general 
purpose machine tools. They are being produced under 
licenses from more advanced countries. 
It is unlikely that these designs are the latest designs, 
since these are the ma in export items from the ad vaneed 
countries themselves. The licensors would be reluctant to 
transfer the designs and know-how to produce these machines 
elsewhere. 
Even if it were possible to obtain licenses for 
manufacturing rights for some of the advanced designs of 
machine tools, the licensee would require considerable 
resources to invest in license fees, royalties, production 
facilities and for extensive training of technica! and 
production persennel in order to master the whole process 
of producing the sophisticated machine designs. 
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For developing countries there are two options: 
- Either to exploit the available cheap labour at its 

maximum possibilities. The "basically untrained" 
werkforce will have a hard job in trying to lift its 
own level of welfare or well-being. 

- Or one has to start with the education of the 
workforce. In the future these more educated people 
will be able to develop the more complicated 
technologies by themselves. 

-2- Demand conditions [15, page 27]: 
A sufficiently large volume of demand cannot be expected 
for highly sophisticated machines. Advanced designs of 
machine tools and machining systems are developed to meet 
specific demands of the machine tool using industries such 
as the aerospace, aircraft, automobile, armaments and 
engineering industries. These kind of advanced industries 
are seldomly available in the least developed countries, 
therefore there is little or no production of sophisticated 
machine tools. 

-3- Related and supporting industries [20, page 45]: 
The experience from developing countries shows that the 
setting up of large firms, where supporting industries 
activities are integrated, has led to many difficulties in 
terms of capacity utilization. A better approach would be 
to promote small and medium scale enterprises so that they 
could support the machine tool industry. 

-4- Firm strategy, structure and rivalry [20,page 45]: 
In developing countries the creation of monopolies together 
with the setting up of import tariffs and tariff harriers, 
has often adversely affected the competi ti veness of the 
industry and its capability to satisfy the needs of the 
engineering industries. 

Summarizing these constraints for the developing countries: 
1. There is not enough technica! knowledge available. 
2. There is a lack of demand for sophisticated machine tools. 
3. The machine tool producing firms are often too large. 
4. Most firms are not aimed at competing with other firms. 
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6. ANALYSIS OF THE SIX CASE STUDIES 

6.1 General 

The main aim of this study is to try and offer qovernments in 
developinq countries a tool which they can use durinq the process 
of decidinq whether or not to start a machine tool sector as well 
as durinq the process of expandinq activities in this sector. 

Before starting with the analysis of the six UNIDO case studies 
some remarks must be made: 

- The case studies related to India [17], Algeria and Tunisia 
[18] and South Korea [21] are written by UNIDO consultants. 
They are especially written for the Fourth Consultatien on 
the Capita! Goods Industry with Emphasis on Machine Tools, 
which was organised by UNIDO in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 16-
20 September 1991. 
The case study related to Peru and Bolivia [16] was written 
for a similar UNIDO consultatien related to Latin America. 

- These cases were chosen because of their availability. 
Other reasons for choosing these studies are: 

- They are fairly up-to-date (1990 and 1991), 
- They are related to countries spread over the whole 

world, not restricted to one qeographical reqion. 
- Each of the six case studies is based on a different kind 

of descripti ve method ( refer to § 1. 5) , chosen by the 
individual author. The objectivity of these authors is not 
guaranteed. 
Since objectivity is a condition (not a guarantee) for 
reliability and reliability itself is a condition (not a 
guarantee) for validity, the reliability and validity of 
these studies are not quaranteed. The reliability and 
validity of any comparison between the individual case 
studies is therefore also not guaranteed. 

However, since policy making is a task in which there are never 
any certainties, it is preterred to perform such a comparative 
case study in order to offer some quidance. 
This guidance will not be a set of strict rules which must be 
followed or laws and regulations which may never be broken. 
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The guidance will offer the policy makers some clearness in the 
dark. As a dutch saying tells us: In the land of the blind, one
eye is King. 

6.2 Analysis of the individual case studies 

The six case studies will be analyzed based on the 19 criteria 
for analysis, mentioned in Appendix D. The 19 criteria are 
derived from the machine tool industry diamond as elaborated in 
chapter 5. 
First for the ideal case and then for the six individual case 
studies the remarks for the successive 19 criteria will be 
summed. The more positive the response to these criteria, the 
more chance the individual country has in effective entering the 
machine tool sector. 

In the ideal situation the response is: 
- 1- Tertiary schooled engineers are available in both 

mechanica!- and electranies engineering. 
- 2- There is at least one machine tool technology centre within 

the country. 
- 3- There is a machine tool industry association. 
- 4- There is a good telecommunications infrastructure. 
- 5- The engineering sector is differentiated. 
- 6- The engineering sector is large. 
- 7- There is staff in the engineering sector schooled at the 

tertiary school level. 
- 8- An automotive or aerospace industry is available. 
- 9- The level of the surrounding industries must be high. 
-10- There must be a close relationship between suppliers and 

the machine tool firms. 
-11- Machine tool producing enterprises must be small. 
-12- There must be geographical concentration. 
-13- There must be dornestic rivalry. 
-14- Competition is necessary. 
-15- Training facilities should be available. 
-16- Local demand should be encouraged. 
-17- Standards and regulations are required. 
-18- Surrounding industries should be encouraged. 
-19- Tax and trade policies should support the industrial 

environment. 
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6.2.1 The case of Peru 

- 1- The available skill level is not sufficient. 
- 2- The Leonardo da Vinci Institute is started in order to act 

as a technology centre. 
- 3- Not reported in the case study. 
- 4- Not reported in the case study. 
- 5- The cap i tal goods industry is of varied composi ti on and 

fairly well developed (1980's technologies). 
- 6- Influenced by the current inflationary period there is very 

little local demand for machine tools. 
- 7- It is very difficult to find highly-skilled personnel. 
- 8- Not reported in the case study. 
- 9- Concentratien is on presses and parallel lathes. 
-10- Not reported in the case study. 
-11- There are ± 50 companies employing ± 500 people. 
-12- Not reported in the case study. 
-13- Not reported in the case study. 
-14- Production costs are not competitive with imports. 
-15- The Leonardo da Vinci Institute is set up in cooperation 

with the Italian government. 
-16- Not reported in the case study. 
-17- Not reported in the case study. 
-18- Absence of industrial policies since 1980. 
-19- Since 1980 there are free trade policies. 

6.2.2 The case of Bolivia 

- 1-
- 2-
- 3-
- 4-
- 5-

Not reported in the case study. 
Not reported in the case study. 
Not reported in the case study. 
Not reported in the case study. 
More than 90 % of the enterprises in the metalworking and 
engineering sector are micro- or small enterprises, 
employing some 3600 workers. 

- 6- Some 1850 establishments are reported in !SIC sector 38, 
employing over 6000 people. 

- 7- The sector did not modernize since 1980. 
- 8- Some automotive service activities are reported. 
- 9- A large part of the metalworking and engineering industry's 

activities is the manufacture of low technology products. 
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-10- Not reported in the case study. 
-11- The machine tool sector was set up to support the mining 

and railway industries. However, since the beginning of the 
1980s the activities in these sectors decreased, causing a 
change of activities. 

-12- Production has focused on the three main towns. 
-13- Not reported in the case study. 
-14- Bolivian industry is in an extremely disadvantageous 

financial position to compete with imported products. 
-15- Not reported in the case study. 
-16- Not reported in the case study. 
-17- Not reported in the case study. 
-18- No policies were aimed at industrialization. 
-19- The Bolivian policies during the 1980-1990 decade were 

mainly aimed at the reduction of the financial deficit with 
other countries. 

6.2.3 The case of India 

- 1- The country has one of the largest reservoirs of scientific 
manpower. 

- 2- A sufficient amount of educational institutions exists to 
support the industry. 

- 3- Not reported in the case study. 
- 4- Not reported in the case study. 
- 5- Since 1947 the government has gradually planned and 

developed the industrial sector. The engineering sector has 
always maintained a higher rate of growth. 

- 6- The market for machine tools is growing at a steady speed. 
- 7- Refer to - 1-, there is enough highly skilled manpower. 
- 8- Potential "high-tech" customers such as an automotive 

industry are available. 
- 9- Inadequate quality of input materials is being tackled by 

the industry. The Indian industry is largely using outdated 
plant and machinery. 

-10- With the fast development of new products and services, 
there is a pressure on the machine tool industry to adapt 
and develop modernized machine tools. 

-11- Ten firms account for ± 70 % of the production in 1989. The 
sector employs some 60.000 workers. 

-12- Activities are reported in the Punjab region and in the 
Eastern and Western part of the country. 
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-13- There are about 160 machine tool firms in the organised 
sector and some 300 in the small scale sector. 

-14- Considering international competition, cost of Indian 
machine tools is high. 

-15- There are several universities. 
-16- Technology is either developed by domestic organisations or 

acquired through co-makerships with foreign companies. 
-17- Not reported in the case study. 
-18- The consecutive five year plans of the Indian government 

have secured the availability of the necessary industrial 
surrounding within the country. 

-19- All expenditure incurred on R&D is tax deductible. 
- The equipment for R&D can be imported on Open General 

Licence. 
- If production facilities are set up using indigenously 

developed technology, higher rates of depreciation are 
allowed. 

- Financial institutions grant soft loans for funding Venture 
Capital required for commercialising R&D projects. 

- Units set up on the basis of indigenous technology are 
granted exemption from industrial licensing. 

6.2.4 The case of Algeria 

- 1- The country bas a reserve of manpower to be trained and 
used in the proper way. 

- 2- Not reported in the case study. 
- 3- Not reported in the case study. 
- 4- Not reported in the case study. 
- 5- The private sector is beginning to develop and so is the 

demand for machine tools. 
- 6- The iron, steel, metallurgical, engineering and electrical 

industry employs 143.581 people (1987). 
- 7- See - 1-. 
- 8- Not reported in the case study. 
- 9- All supporting activities which are considered necessary 

are available within the one firm that produces machine 
tools. 

-10- See - 9-. 
-11- There is one large machine tool producing company. Machine 

tool production is only in its infancy. 
-12- See -11-. 
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-13- See -11-. 
-14- Local production provides ± 12 % of domestic demand. 
-15- In the study no specific measures from the government are 

mentioned. 
-16- See -15-. 
-17- See -15-. 
-18- See -15-. 
-19- See -15-. 

6.2.5 The case of Tunisia 

- 1- Training and instructien is needed to introduce and to 
broaden the scope of instructien in NC. 

- 2- Not reported in the case study. 
- 3- Not reported in the case study. 
- 4- Not reported in the case study. 
- 5- Not reported in the case study. 
- 6- The engineering, metallurgical, electrical and electronics 

industries sector groups together some 400 enterprises. 
There is sufficient demand for machine tools in Tunisia. 
For over 1000 machines of the existing machine park 
rep1acement wi11 be necessary. 

- 7- See - 1-. 
- 8- Not reported in the case study. 
- 9- Production range is from the manufacture of machine welded 

products to more sophisticated equipment such as 
woodwerking machines and diesel motors. 

-10- See -11-. 
-11- There are no firms established in this sector yet. 
-12- See -11-. 
-13- See -11-. 
-14- Not reported in the case study. 
-15- It is recognized that the introduetion of new techniques is 

a vital need. Therefore the government has to make plans 
for the future. 

-16- See -15-. 
-17- See -15-. 
-18- See -15-. 
-19- See -15-. 
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6.2.6 The case of South Korea 

- 1- During the last 30 years high priority was given to 
education and the development of human resources, at all 
levels. The werkforce is skilled at a high level. 

- 2- Not reported in the case study. 
- 3- There is a Korean Association of Machine Tool Producers. 
- 4- Not reported in the case study. 
- 5- The mechanica! and electrical industries have undergone the 

fastest growth since 1960. 
- 6- The industries are making rel a ti ve progress both in the 

number of enterprises (15.780 in sector 38, in 1987) and 
the number of jobs(> 1 million). 

- 7- See - 1-. 
- 8- An important demand factor was the establishment of many 

(a.o. automotive and electronics) industries which compete 
on the world market. Their requirements for machine tools 
are at a similar high level. 

- 9- The industry is at a competitive place in the world market. 
-10- They are all available in the industrial zones. 
-11- 130 enterprises are recorded by the Korean Association of 

Machine Tool Producers. The 97 merobers of the association 
employ 18.803 persons (in 1988). For the most part these 
enterprises are small or medium sized. 

-12- Because of the (arranged) concentrated availability of the 
related industries the sectors' activities were started in 
the (8) industrial zones. 

-13- It is reported that many tools are made by different 
companies, i t is however not know whether they have to 
compete in the same market. 

-14- The main clients for Korean machine tools are also the most 
industrialized countries. 

-15- There are special training facilities for the machine tool 
sector. 

-16- Not reported in the case study. 
-17- In 1974, the Government introduced a system of standards 

for machine tools. In 1978, it formally recognized 35 
industrial firms as "machine tool specialists". 

-18- The related industries were promoted through: tax 
privileges, proteetion and the construction of industrial 
zones. 

-19- See -18-. 
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In table 6.1 the 19 criteria for the ideal situation and for all 
six case study countries are summarized. This table is the basis 
for the comparative analysis, performed in § 6.4. 

Table 6.1: Measurements for the 19 criteria for analysis. 

Item I deal Peru Bol i via India Algeria Tunis ia S.Korea 

1 Yes No N/A Yes No No Yes 

2 Yes Yes N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A 

3 Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes 

4 Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

5 Diff. Diff. Diff. Diff. Start N/A Diff. 

6 Large Small Small Large Medium Small Large 

7 3rd 2nd 2nd 3rd 2nd 2nd 3rd 

8 Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A Yes 

9 High Low Low Low Self Diff. High 

10 Close N/A N/A Pull Self 0 Close 

11 Small Small Small Large 1 large 0 Small/M 

12 Yes N/A 3 towns 3 regio 1 0 8 Esta. 

13 Yes N/A N/A Yes No No Yes 

14 Yes No No No No N/A Yes 

15 Yes Yes N/A Yes No No Yes 

16 Yes N/A N/A Yes No No N/A 

17 Yes N/A N/A N/A No No Yes 

18 Yes No No Yes No No Yes 

19 Yes No No Yes No No Yes 

Legend: Diff.= Differentiated 
Con. 
N/A 
Self 
Est a 

= Concentrated 
= Not reported in the case study 
= Activities integrated in the one factory 
= Industrial Estate 

Only criteria for which at least four of the understudied cases 
(thus more than 50 % of the measurements) have reached a verdict 
will be used for the comparative case study. 
This leads to the fact that the criteria number 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 
and 17 will be neglected in the comparative case study; there 
remain 13 comparative criteria. 
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6.3 Method of comparison 

In order to oompare the six case studies they are categorised 
according totheir level of development. Often [a.o. 27, 28, 29] 
studies on developing countries mention the Gross Dornestic 
Product per capita (GDP p.c.) as THE MEASURE for deciding this 
level of development. The size of the population, degree of 
natural resources endowment and production orientation [28] are 
used as explanatory variables for the GDP p.c. level. 

- It is assumed that larger countries, countries with more 
natural resources andjor countries with an industry 
oriented production have more opportunities for development 
(in GDP p.c.) than countries who are smaller, have less 
natural resources andjor have a primary oriented 
production. 

The data mentioned above are used because they are relatively 
easily obtained from all countries in the world. However, the 
reliability of these data must be doubted because of the way of 
collecting them. 

- All the countries in the world supply data by themselves, 
the method of colleetien of data within each individual 
country is not known nor mentioned. 

Institutes like UNIDO and the World Bank base their policies on 
these data, not for all individual countries but for groups of 
countries in similar financial situations. 
A stratification based on these data is preferred above a case
by-case description for all the countries of the world. 

- Based on the stratification mentioned in Appendix A, taken 
from [39], the six casestudy countries are placed in this 
worldwide perspective, see table 6.2. 

- Table 6. 3 shows the data which are used for the six 
countries, resulting in their respective place within this 
stratification. 

The comparative analysis of the six case studies will be carried 
out based on the 19 criteria mentioned above and this 
stratification. Based on the experiences from UNIDO and the World 
Bank the stratification seems to be a good handle for the 
analysis. In chapter 7 the use of this handle for the comparative 
case study within the machine tool sector will be valued. 
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Table 6.2: 

INHABITANTS 

1. 000.000 
-

20.000.000 

20.000.000 -

Summary of Appendix A: only mentioning the six 
understudied countries. 

I GDP per capita in US$ 1990 

RESOURCES under 650- 2500-
ORIENTATION 650 2500 10000 

modest Bolivia 
Tunis ia 

ample industry 

ample primary 

40.000.000 Algeria 
Peru 

more than 40.000.000 India S.Korea 

Table 6.3: 

Peru 

Bolivia 

India 

Algeria 

Tunis ia 

South Korea 

Summary of Appendix A and B, the relevant data 
related to the six countries. 

1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Resources 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

22332 1829 

7400 740 Modest 

827057 330 

24961 2167 

8180 1223 Modest 

42793 5603 

Based on the stratification in table 6.2: 
- The cases of Peru and Algeria should show many similarities 

in the collected criteria. 
- Also the cases of Bolivia and Tunisia should show these 

kind of similarities. 
- The cases of India and South Korea should show similar 

possibilities for future expansion of the machine tool 
sector, however the sector in India should still be in it's 
infancy, whereas for South Korea the sector is already very 
mature. 

Based on the GDP p.c. the expected chances of growth in the world 
machine tool industry are the least for India, than for 
BoliviajTunisia, than for AlgerialPeru and the largest chances 
exist for South Korea. 
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6.4 The comparative case study 

As mentioned in § 6.2 the comparative analysis will be based on 
only 13 of the 19 mentioned criteria derived from the machine 
tool industry diamond. 

Peru and Algeria show similari ty on 5 of the 13 collected 
criteria, thus difference on 8 criteria. For Bolivia and Tunisia 
there is similarity on 4 criteria, and difference on 9 criteria. 
The assumed similarity for these two pairs of countries, 
resul ting from the stratification mentioned in § 6. 3, is not 
proven. Therefore the comparative study will be related to all 
six different countries. 

Comparing the 13 remaining criteria of analysis for the ideal 
situation and the six individual case studies gives the following 
score: 

Peru fulfilled 3 criteria, 
Bolivia fulfilled 3 criteria, 
India fulfilled 10 criteria, 
Algeria fulfilled 1 criterium, 
Tunis ia fulfilled no criteria, 
South Korea fulfilled 12 criteria. 

When, based on these scores, the six cases are ranked on an 
ordinal scale from big to small in chances of expected growth the 
ranking is: 1. South Korea, 2. India, 3. Peru and Bolivia, 4. 

Algeria and 5. Tunisia. 

However ranking on a ratio-scale will show that there are two 
groups of countries: 

On the one side there are South Korea and India, which have 
potential for development. On the other side there are 
Peru, Bolivia, Algeria and Tunisia where little or no 
growth is expected. 

The conclusions mentioned in the next chapter are based on the 
splitting of the country sample in two groups. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS, 

DISCUSSION 

7.1 General 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND 

The statements mentioned in this chapter are meant to be of 
assistance to policy makers. 

The conclusions for the individual case studies are based on the 
systematic analysis performed in chapter 6. 
Bearing the discussion related to reliability and validity in 
mind it is assumed that the individual authors have written 
reliable, true and valid facts about the countries. 

7.2 The individual case studies 

Based on the description of the world-wide machine tool sector 
the entering of this sector is only desirable if there is a fair 
chance of reaching the top-20 in machine tool producing 
countries. 

The description of the six case studies is generally a 
description of how far the individual countries are on reaching 
the first step of the CAM development pattern (refer to § 4.2.1). 
Only in the case of India and South Korea the industry is on 
higher steps within this pattern. In order to reach the top-20 
in machine tool producing countries it will be necessary to take 
these next steps and to (simultaneously) take steps in the CAD 
development pattern. 

The conclusions for Peru, 
Bolivia, 
Algeria and 
Tunisia are: 

Not to enter in machine tool producing at the world market. 
There are possibilities for the production of domestically 
used machine tools, however their technology level is low 
compared with the world market. 
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Studying the possibilities for the dornestic market of these 
countries lies beyend the scope of this study, further 
research will be necessary. 

The conclusions for India are: 
The machine tool sector has reached the 21st place in the 
world-wide producers listing (see table 5.1), through 
gradual growth a position in the top-20 can be reached. 

The government of India has set realistic aims for the near 
future. They are: to remain on a competitive technology 
level and to continue the gradual expansion of the sector 
in order to meet all dornestic demand. 

If the government of India decides to explosively expand 
their share in the world market extreme effort will be 
necessary. It is doubtful whether India can provide such 
efforts. 

Possibilities for India exist in diversification of 
activities into ether sectors, which require the knowledge 
of the used technologies. Two examples of such related 
sectors are (1) the development of computer software and 
(2) the use of computer technologies in data processing. 
Since these activities are beyend the scope of this study 
they will not be elaborated further. Further research of 
this diversification may be very interesting for India. 

The conclusions for South Korea are: 
The evolutionary path which South Korea has taken during 
the last three decades has resulted in the 13th position in 
machine tool producing countries (see table 5.1). 

In order to remain on the gained competitive position in 
the world market much effort is needed. The high 
educational standard must be maintained. 

An increase of training and research activities will be 
required if South Korea wants to change from follower into 
being a top-10 country in the world machine tool market. 
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7.3 The comparative case study 

As it is clearly shown in the case studies of India and south 
Korea; the effective entering in the machine tool sector is a 
long term process: 

- First of all the surrounding industries in both supply and 
demand must be available within the country. 

- Secondly, but almost simultaneously, the skill level of the 
werkforce must be raised to the required level. 

- In the third place temporary protectionist policies must be 
adopted. After some years of national expansion and gaining 
of experience the proteetion should be taken away in order 
to compete in the world market. This will stimulate the 
sector in becoming and staying at the highest possible 
technology level. 

Referring to the main questions asked in paragraph 5. 1 there seem 
to be long term possibilities for developing countries who are 
able to follow a strict policy aimed at a structural move towards 
industrialization. Of the above mentioned three main items 
fulfilling of the raising of the overall educational level and 
establishment of several industrial activities, both in supply 
and demand for machine tools, seem to be the most important 
conditions. 

- For countries in which at least some of these activities 
{either industrial or educational) already exist, there are 
opportunities for the future, provided that the policies 
are carefully planned. 

- For countries in which no activities are reported yet, the 
road towards entering in the machine tool industry is time 
consuming and expensive, which may both be too high a 
barrier to take. 

Countries in which: 
{a) policies are regularly changed {for instanee every five 

years), 
{b) policies are mainly aimed at the reduction of the foreign 

debt status, or 
{c) hardly any activities or no activities at all are reported 

in education andjor industry, 
are advised not to try and enter the machine tool sector and to 
concentrate on other possibilities. 
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In those cases where the surrounding "climate" is good a move 
towards more international oriented production may be expected. 

Based on the comparative case study performed in § 6. 4 the 
chances of growth in the machine tool sector seem to be more 
influenced by the size of the country than by the, originally 
assumed, availability of capitalas reflected in the GDP p.c .. 

7.4 Discussion 

Entering the machine tool sector is an important step in the 
development of the industrial sector within a country. However, 
it is not the only possibility to expand industrial activities, 
nor is expansion of industrial activities the only possibility 
for raising the standard of welfare or well-being in a country. 

studying the past and finding causal connections between certain 
activities performed during the process of development can be 
very easy. This is especially true when the connections which are 
being searched for are known to exist and when the understudied 
country has already reached the goals which are set in the study 
of the development process. 

Reversing this reasoning makes it is possible to conclude that 
the causal connections mentioned before are reversed causal 
connections. Similar to the "chicken and egg" story it is not 
known which existed first, but it is known that the one cannot 
exist without the other. 
In other words, related to the machine tool sector: 

It is known that education, surrounding industrial 
act i vi ties and demand are important condi ti ons for the 
establishment of a machine tool sector. On the other hand, 
the existence of a machine tool sector is a very important 
pull factor for education and all surrounding industrial 
activities. 
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The stratification as used by UNIDO and the World Bank (§ 6.3) 
shows that, generally speaking, the opportuni ties for development 
of an individual country increase when the country is larger and 
when the GDP per capita is larger. 

- However, for the machine tool 
requirements which must be 
development of the sector (refer 

sector there 
fulfilled for 
to § 7. 3) . 

are other 
possible 

Thus for the studying of the machine tool sector and the setting 
up of policies for the effective entering of the sector the used 
stratification is not sufficient. 

The 19 criteria of analysis derived from the machine tool 
industry diamond include more of the needed requirements. 

- The criteria seem to be sufficient, however the amount of 
data obtained from the six case studies is not sufficient 
to come to more detailed conclusions and recommendations as 
mentioned in § 7.2. 

- More data must be collected, especially the data related to 
the six criteria which were excluded from the analysis, due 
to shortness of comparable data. 

Thus, further research will be necessary in order to fill out 
table 6. 1 completely. It might be necessary to perform new 
country case studies to obtain such data, possibly as field 
studies. 

The final remark of this studv is directed to the Dutch 
government. Tbe hiqb level of education in Tbe Netherlands must 
be maintained if tbey desire to at least remain on tbe qained 
26th position in world market of machine tool producers. 
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APPENDIX A 

STRATIFICATION OF THE COUNTRY SAMPLE 

on 
GDP per capita 

size of population 
degree of natura! resources endowment 

and production oriëntation 



A.l GeDara1 

The rationale for the analysis of.structural change assumes 
the existance of "universal factors" important enough to 
result in some regularity in the growth behaviour of 
countries. However, the presence of streng "group factors" may 
influence the growth path of a group of countries in such a 
way that it is significantly different from those of other 
countries. This caracteristic cannot be adequately represented 
by one "average" or 11 typical 11 growth path. Accordingly, 
stratification of the sample is necessary to estimate separate 
growth patterns for relatively homogeneaus sub-groups of 
countries. 
The criteria employed are based on economie theory. Therefore 
many data related to all the countries of the world were 
collected. 

Unfortunately for some countries there is a lack of sufficient 
data and therefore a special class had to be established for 
countries without available data; Class N/A (Not Available). 
In this class 29 countries are mentioned. 

A.2 sourees of data 

In the United Nations publishad Statistical Yearbook 1990/91 
statistical figures are mentioned related to 233 countries. 
The following data are collected for all these countries: 

- Size of population in 1990 
- size of population in 1985 
- Gross Damestic Product (GDP) for 1990 

Next to these data the "World Bank GDP per capita 199111 are 
collected. These are taken from the World Bank publication: 
World Development Report 1993. 

The division of the group of smaller countries based on the 
degree of natural resources endowment and on the production 
orientation is taken from the UNIDO Handbock of Industrial 
Statistics 1982. 
Whenever the country is missing in the listing in this 
handbock it's listing is taken from "World Industry since 
1960: Progress and Prospects", also a UNIDO manual. 
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A.3 Groups of aountries 

Refering to the general remarks mentioned above the 233 
countries are sub-divided into several groups. 

The first division is made based on the population-size of the 
countries. Four classes are distinguished: 
- Class 1: very small country; less than 1.000.000 

inhabitants. 
- Class 2: small country; between 1.000.000 and 20.000.000 

inhabitants. 
- Class 3: 

- Class 4: 

medium sized country; between 20.000.000 and 
40.000.000 inhabitants. 
large country; more than 40.000.000 
inhabitants. 

The second division is made based on the GDP per capita, a 
figure which is often used as a measure for the degree of 
development of countries. Similar to the division made by the 
World Bank four income classes are distinguished, in GDP per 
capita: 
- Class *.1: less than 650 US$ 1990. 
- Class *.2: from 650 to 2.500 US$ 1990. 
- Class *.3: from 2.500 to 10.000 US$ 1990. 
- Class *.4: more than 10.000 US$ 1990. 

The third division is made only in the classes of the small 
countries (between 1.000.000 and 20.000.000 inhabitants) and 
is based on the degree of natura! resources endowment and the 
production orientation of the country as mentioned in 
paragraph 2. In this case three different classes are 
distinguished: 
- Class 2.* M: modest resources. 
- Class 2.* I: ample resources, industrial orientation. 
- Class 2.* P: ample resources, primary orientation. 

With these three divisions 24 different classes are 
distinguished as shown in table 1. 
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Table 1: The 24 distinguished classes 

GDP per capita in US$ 1990 

INHABITANTS RESOURCES under 650- 2500- over 
ORIENTATION 650 2500 10000 10000 

less than 1.000.000 r~,rx -:~.2x \_~3!' k1~,4~ 
modest 2.1 M 2.2 M 2.3 

1.000.000 
industry ample 2.1 I 2.2 I 2.3 -

20.000.000 ample primary 2.1 p 2.2 p 2.3 

20.000.000 - 40.000.000 3.1 3.2 3.3 

more than 40.000.000 4.1 4.2 4.3 

A. 4 construction of data tabla; Appen4iz B 

For each continent all the countries are listed in 
alphabetical order. In total 233 listed countries. 

M 2.4 M 

I 2.4 I 

p 2.4 p 

3.4 

4.4 

For each country the following 11 data-columns are mentioned: 
1: 1990 Population * 1000; 

from: United Nations Statistica! Yearbook 1990/91. 
Table 11: Population by sex, rate of population increase, 

surface area and density. 
2: 1985 Population * 1000; from: U.N. statistica! Yearbook 

1990/91, Table 11. 
3: GDP, US$ 1990 * 1.000.000; 

from: U.N. statistica! Yearbook 1990/91. Table 29: Gross 
damestic product and net material product. 

4: Other year; if the GDP for 1990 is nat mentioned in 
the Statistica! Yearbook allways data for 
a most recent year are mentioned. Since 
this GDP is dated in another year than 
1990, the year of origin is mentioned. 

5: GDP p.c. US$ 1990; Calculated figure. 
The figure mentioned in column 3 (GDP 1990) is 
divided by the figure mentioned in column 1 
(Population 1990), than multiplied by 1000. 

6: GDP p.c. US$ 1985; Calculated figure. 
The figure mentioned in column 3 (GDP 1990) is 
divided by the figure mentioned in column 2 
(Population 1985), than multiplied by 1000. 
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7: GDP p.c. 1991 World Bank; from: World Development Report 
1993, Table 1. Basic indicators 
and Table la. Basic indicators 
for other economies 

8: GDP to use in US$ 1990; 
In columns 5, 6 and 7 three figures are mentioned as a 
possible GDP per capita to use for the classification in 
income classes. Since only one figure is necessary for 
the classification one of these figures has to be 
selected, selection is as follows: 
-a- Basically the figure from column 5 is taken and 

rounded off to whole dollars. 
-b- Whenever another year is mentioned in column 4 and 

there is signifficant difference between the figures 
from column 5 and 6 the figure mentioned in column 6 
will be taken and rounded off to whole dollars. 

-c- Whenever no figure is mentioned in column 5 or 6 the 
figure from column 7 is taken. This figure is 
already rounded off to tens of dollars. 

-d- Whenever no figure is mentioned in either of the 
three columns "N/A" will be mentioned and therefore 
the country will be listed in the class N/A. 

9: 1990 Population * 1000; copied data from column 1. 
10: GDP p.c. US$ 1990; copied data from column 8. 
11: Class; According to the rules for classification 

mentioned in paragraph 3 each individual 
country is assigned to one of the twenty-four 
distinguished classes. Whenever there is a lack 
of necessary data the country will be assigned 
to the class N/A. 

A.S Xnclusiona an4 azclusiona 

A.S.l Korea an4 tha for..er ussa 

Next to the figures mentioned for·individual countries, 
figures are mentioned for: 
-a- Korea. 

These data are the summation of the data for the 
Demoeratic Peoples Republic of Korea (North) and the 
Republic of Korea (South). 
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There are no data mentioned for the GDP per capita, 
because the GDP's for both countries are not consumed by 
all the people of the two countries together but by the 
people of each individual country. Therefore Korea is 
mentioned in Class N/A (Not Available). 

For the classification of countries the data for both the 
Northern and Southern part of Korèa are included in the 
listing. 

b) former USSR. 
These data are an a proxi summatien of the data of the 15 
republics which were established after the communistic 
regime in Moscow had fallen. 
The 15 republics are: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Republic of Moldova, Russian Federation, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. 

For the classification it is decided to use the data for the 
formerly existing large country, because the collected data 
for the 15 newly established countries are not very reliable. 
Mentioning all these countries would not contribute to a 
better view in term of development of countries. 

This means that for Korea and the.USSR 16 countries are 
exluded from the listing. 

A.S.2 Countrias with laas tbaD 1.000.000 iDhabitants 

There are several countries which are very small. For instanee 
on "Canton & Enderbury Islands" no inhabitants were reported, 
while "Pitcairn" counted a mere 52 inhabitants. 
For the sake of completion all data for these countries should 
be included, however 29 of these 87 countries are already 
included in the Class N/A. 

Some remarks: 
- It can be discussed whether the data for the smaller oil 
producing countries such as Bahrain, Brunei Darussalam and 
Qatar should be included in the listing or not. 

- Also one could discuss about the absolute size of countries. 
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For instanee Guinea-Bissau (965.000) and Gambia (861.000) are 
very close to the size of one million inhabitants. 

- Another discussion could be related to the smaller European 
countries such as Luxemburg, Malta, Andorra and Iceland, since 
they are very closely related to the somewhat larger countries 
surrounding them. 

Taking these remarks in mind it is decided to exclude all 87 
countries with population sizes of less than 1.000.000 from 
the listing. 

A.5.3 conc1usion 

In total 103 countries of which data were collected are 
excluded from the listing, thus leaving 130 countries to be 
classified. 

The 103 countries which are excluded from the listing are 
stated in the tables for the classes 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, N/A, 
and farmer USSR. 

A.6 ~ab1es 

on the following 4 pages table 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown: 

Table 2 shows the remaining 130 countries listed in the ether 
20 distinquished classes as mentioned in paragraph 3. 
Legenda for table 2: 

Sma Mod = Small countries, 
Sma Ind = Small countries, 
Sma Pri 
Med 

= Small countries, 
= Medium countries 

Lar = Large countries 

modest resources 
industry oriented 
primary oriented 

Table 3 shows the 130 countries listed on GDP per capita. 

Table 4 shows the 130 countries listed on size of population. 

Table 5 shows the 90 small countries listed on natura! 
resources endowment and production oriëntation. 
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Table 2: The 130 countries listed in the 20 classes. 

< 650 650 - 2500 2500 - 10000 > 10000 

Sma Benin Botswana Hong Kong 
Mod Burkina Fas. Cameroon Singapore 

Burundi Con'/o 
Centr.Africa C.d Ivoire 
Chad Mauritius 
Guinea Namibia 
Lesotho Tunes ia 
Madagascar Zimbabwe 
Malawi Dominican R 
Mali El Salvador 
Mauritania Guatemala 
Mozambique Honduras 
Niger Bolivia 
Rwanda Equador 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 

Paraguay 
Jordan 

Somalia Lebanon 
Togo Mon9olia 
Uganda Syr1an A.R. 
Haiti Yemen 
Nicara9ua Al ban ia 
Afghan1stan Papua N.G. 
Bhutan 
Cambod ia 
Lao's 
NeJ?al 
Sr1 Lanka 

Sma Zambia Costa Rica Puerto Rico Israel 
Ind CUba Uruguay Austria 

Jamaica Greece Belgium 
Chile Hunfary Denmark 
Malaysia Por ugal Finland 
Bulgaria former GOR 
Chechoslov. I re land 

Netherlands 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Austral ia 
New Zealand 

Sma Angola Panama Gabon Kuwait 
Pri Ghana Venezuela Lybian A.R. U.A.Emirates 

Liberia Trinidad 
& Tobago 
Iraq 
Oman 
Saudi Arabia 

Med Kenya Algeria s. Africa Canada 
Sudan Morocco Argentina Spa in 
Tanzania Colombia Yugoslavia 
Za i re Peru 

N. Korea 
Po land 
Romani a 

Lar EthiOJ?ia Emt Mexico U.S.A. 
Niger1a Ph1 ippines Brazil Japan 
Bangladesh Thailand Iran France 
China Turkey s. Korea Germany,FRG 
India former USSR Ital:y 
Indones ia Un.K1ngdom 
Myanmar 
Pakistan 
Viet Nam 
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Table 3: The 130 countries listed on GDP per capita, US $ 1990 

< 650 650 - 2.500 2.500 - 10.000 > 10.000 

Mozambique 80 Zintlabwe 662 Uruguay 2656 Kuwait 10659 
Zaïre 85 Albania 667 Mexico 2802 Singapore 11522 
Tanzania 99 Yemen 698 South Af r i ca 2891 Israel 11584 
Sierra Leone 112 Ph i l ippines 713 Brazi l 2976 Hong Kong 12075 
Ethiopia 123 Bol i via 740 Hll'lQary 3118 Ireland 12164 
Viet N811 129 Cote d'Ivoire 781 Gabon 3125 Former GDR 12244 
Nepal 160 Guatemala 831 Argentina 3272 Spa in 12610 
Burkina Fasso 162 Papua N.G. 865 Iraq 3400 New Zeeland 13158 
Bhutan 177 Mongol ia 883 Former USSR 3800 United Kfngdom 17124 
Cambodia 200 Honduras 958 Trinidad,Tobago 4152 Austral ia 17245 
Bangladesh 202 Jordan 965 Yugoslavia 4259 Netherlands 18681 
Burundi 202 El Salvador 974 Saudi Arabie 5581 Italy 19115 
Chad 210 Lebanon 983 South Korea 5603 Belgiun 19542 
Somalia 215 Domini can Rep. 991 Portugal 5670 Austria 20407 
Lao's, DPR 220 Morocco 1005 Lybian Arab Jam 6153 France 21098 
Malawi 222 Ecuador 1009 Greece 6564 U.A.Emirates 21259 
Uganda 238 Congo 1067 Oman 7072 Canada 21497 
Madagaseer 239 Cameroon 1129 Iran 7198 United States 21571 
China 265 Egypt 1184 Puerto Rico 9022 Germany,FRG 23536 
Niger 274 Tunes ia 1223 Japan 23802 
Togo 297 Paraguay 1231 Norway 24918 
Nigeria 299 Colombia 1247 Denmark 25149 
Mali 308 Po land 1396 Sweden 26652 
Benin 323 Thailand 1402 Finland 27527 
Lesotho 328 Namibia 1460 Switzerland 33499 
India 330 Cuba 1546 
Rwanda 331 Romani a 1622 
Haft i 352 Jamaica 1650 
Kenya 352 Peru 1829 
Centr. African 361 Costa Rica 1899 
Sudan 412 Botswana 1919 
Ghana 414 Turkey 1933 
Pakistan 418 Syrian AR 2044 
Liberia 458 Panama 2047 
Guinee 460 Chile 2110 
Nicaragua 460 Algeria 2167 
Sri Lanka 467 Bulgarf a 2300 
Angola 483 Mauritius 2345 
Zambia 484 Czechoslovakia 2365 
Mauritania 496 Malaysia 2372 
Myanmar 523 Venezuela 2446 
Indones ia 598 Korea, DPR 650-2500 
Senegal 631 
Afghanistan < 650 

N = 44 N = 42 N = 19 N = 25 
X = 307, Afghanistan x = 1406, Korea, DPR x = 4701 x = 19146 

excluded excluded 

In total: N = 130 
X = 4991, Afghanistan and Korea, DPR excluded 
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Table 4: The 130 countries listed on size of population 

1-20 million 

Angola 
Benin 
Botswana 
Burkina Fasso 
Burundi 
Cameroon 
Centr.African 
Chad 
Congo 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Gabon 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Lybian AR 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Namibia 
Niger 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Somalia 
Togo 
Tunes ia 
Uganda 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Dominican Rep 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Ha i ti 
Honduras 
Jamaica 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Puerto Rico 
Trinidad 
& Tobago 

Bolivia 
Chile 
Ecuador 
Paraguay 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Afghanistan 
Bhutan 
Cambod ia 
Hong Kong 
Iraq 
Israel 
Jordan 
Kuwait 
Lao's DPR 
Lebanon 
Malaysia 
Mongolia 
Nepal 
Oman 
Saudi Arabia 
Singapore 
Sri Lanka 
syrian AR 
U.A.Emirates 
Yemen 
Al ban ia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Buigaria 
Czechoslovaki 
Denmark 
Finland 
Former GDR 
Greece 
Hungary 
I re land 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Portugal 
sweden 
Switzerland 
Austral ia 
New Zealand 
Papua N.G. 

N = 90 

In total: N = 130 

20-40 million > 40 million 

Algeria 
Kenya 
Morocco 
South Africa 
Sudan 
Tanzania 
Za i re 
Canada 
Argentina 
Colombia 
Peru 
Korea, DPR 
Po land 
Romani a 
Spa in 
Yugoslavia 

N = 16 

Egypt 
Ethiopia 
Nigeria 
Mexico 
United States 
Brazil 
Bangladesh 
China 
India 
Indones ia 
Iran 
Japan 
South Korea 
Myanmar 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Thailand 
Turkey 
Former USSR 
Viet Nam 
France 
Germany,FRG 
Italy 
Un.Kingdom 

N = 24 
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Table 5: The 90 small countries listed on natural resources 
endowment and production oriëntation. 

small CCU'Itries: from 1 until 20 million inhabitants 

with moelest resources with ...,le resources, with ample resources, 
industry oriented primary oriented 

Benin Dominieen Republ ie Zambia Angola 
Botswana El Salvador Costa Rica Gabon 
Burkina Fasso Guatemala Cuba Ghana 
Burundi Ha i ti Jamaica Liberia 
Cameroon Honduras Puerto Rico Lybian Arab Jam. 
Central African Rep. Nicaragua Chile Panama 
Chad Bol i via UrUguay Trinidad & Tobago 
Congo Ecuador lsrael Venezuela 
Cote d'lvoire Paraguay Malaysia lraq 
Guinee Afghanistan Austria Kuwait 
Lesotho Bhutan Belgium Qnan 

Madagaseer Cambodia Bulger ia Saudi Arabie 
Malawi Hong Kong Czechoslovakia United Arab Emirates 
Mali Jordan Denmark 
Mauritania Lao, People's Dem.Rep. Finland 
Mauritius Lebanon Former GDR 
Mozambique Mongol ia Greece 
Nam i bi a Nepal Hungary 
Niger Singapore I relend 
Rwanda Sri Lanka Netherlands 
Senegal Syrian Arab Republ ie Norway 
Sierra Leone Yemen Portugal 
Somalia Albania Sweden 
Togo Papua New Guinee Switzerland 
Tunes ia Austral ia 
Ugancla New Zeeland 
Zimbabwe 

N = 51 N = 26 N = 13 

In total: N = 90 
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APPENDIX B 

DATA USED FOR THE STRATIFICATION 
applied in appendix A 

The data mentioned are: 

1: 1990 Population * 1000, 
2: 1985 Population * 1000, 
3: GDP, US$ 1990 * 1.000.000, 
4: Other year, 
5: GDP p.c. US$ 1990, 
6: GDP p.c. US$ 1985, 
7: GDP p.c. 1991 World Bank, 
8: GDP to use in US$ 1990, 
9: 1990 Population * 1000, 

10: GDP p.c. US$ 1990, 
11: Class. 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Algeria 24961 21850 54100 1988 

Angola 10020 8754 4838 1985 

Benin 4736 4041 1528 1989 

Botswana 1291 1081 2478 1989 

Burkina Fasso 9001 7886 1454 1986 

Burundi 5458 4718 1104 

Cameroon 11834 10166 13363 

Cape Verde 370 333 286 1988 

Central African Rep. 3039 2608 1096 1988 

Chad 5679 5019 . . . 
Comores 551 463 . . . 
Congo 2271 1940 2425 1989 

Cote d'Ivoire 11998 9934 9369 1986 

Djibouti 409 430 ... 
Egypt 53153 48349 62932 1987 

Equatorial Guinea 348 312 163 

Ethiopia 49241 42169 6034 1989 

Gabon 1172 986 3662 1989 

Gambia 861 745 341 

Ghana 15028 12717 6226 

Guinea 5756 4661 . . . 
Guinea-Bissau 965 869 155 1988 

Kenya 24872 20333 8756 

Lesotho 1774 1528 582 

Liberia 2607 2189 1194 

Lybian Arab Jam. 4545 3363 27963 1985 

Madagascar 11197 9985 2672 1986 

Malawi 8289 7059 1841 

Mali 8156 8206 2510 

Mauritania 2025 1767 1005 1989 

Mauritius 1082 1020 2537 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Morocco 25061 22026 25175 

Mozambique 15656 13810 1256 1988 

Namibia 1781 1519 . . . 
Niger 7732 6609 2122 1989 

Nigeria 108542 95690 32426 

Reunion 599 546 3982 1988 

Rwanda 7181 6103 2378 1989 

st. Helena 7 6 . . . 
Sao Tome and Principe 121 108 49 1988 

Senegal 7327 6547 4625 1989 

Seychelles 67 65 302 1989 

Sierra Leone 4151 3665 463 

Somalia 7497 6371 1612 1987 

South Africa 35282 31569 102004 

Sudan 25204 21822 10386 1987 

Swaziland 768 638 576 1988 

Togo 3531 3029 1050 1986 

Tunes ia 8180 7261 10004 1989 

Uganda 18795 15647 4463 1989 

United Rep. Tanzania 25635 21733 2542 

Western Sahara 179 156 ... 
Za i re 35562 30981 3007 1989 

Zambia 8073 6725 3910 

Zimbabwe 9369 8379 6199 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Anguilla 8 7 42 1989 

Antigu & Barbuda 77 76 238 1986 

Aruba 60 61 . . . 
Bahamas 253 232 2811 

Barbados 255 253 1711 

Belize 188 166 367 

Bermuda 61 56 1572 1989 

British Virgin Isl. 13 12 131 1988 

Canada 26522 25165 570137 

Cayman Is lands 27 21 ... 
Co sta Rica 2994 2489 5686 

Cuba 10609 10098 16399 1989 

Dominica 83 80 171 

Dominican Republic 7170 6416 7103 

El Salvador 5252 4916 5113 

Greenland 57 53 ... 
Grenada 85 91 200 

Guadeloupe 344 333 1582 1986 

Guatemala 9197 7963 7644 

Ha i ti 6490 5285 2281 

Honduras 5105 4372 4891 1989 

Jamaica 2420 2311 3994 

Martinique 341 331 1996 1986 

Mexico 86154 77938 241386 

Montserrat 13 12 42 1986 

Netherlands Antilles 189 182 1092 1985 

Nicaragua 3871 3273 34136 1987 

Panama 2418 2180 4949 

Puerto Rico 3599 3283 32469 

Sa int Knitts & Nevis 44 44 62 1984 

Sa int Lucia 151 137 151 1984 

st. Pierre & Miquelon 7 7 ... 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

St. Vincent & 116 109 174 1989 
Grenadines 

Trinidad & Tobago 1227 1178 5094 

Turks & Caicos Isl. 10 9 . . . 
United States 249975 238466 5392200 

United states Virgin 117 109 . . . 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1. 000 * 1.000.000 year 

Argentina 32322 30331 105751 

Bolivia 7400 6429 5477 1989 

Brazil 150368 135564 447473 1989 

Chile 13173 12122 27791 

Colombia 32987 28624 41122 

Ecuador 10782 9378 10876 

Falkland Isl. 2 2 . . . 
(Malvinas) 

French Guyana 99 83 . . . 
Guyana 796 790 256 

Paraguay 4277 3693 5265 

Peru 22332 19418 40835 

Suriname 422 383 1725 

Uruguay 3094 3008 8218 

Venezuela 19735 17317 48274 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Afghanistan 16120 18136 . . . 
Armen ia 3324 3339 . . . 
Azerbaijan 7153 6661 . . . 
Bahrain 503 425 3903 

Bangladesh 115594 99434 23355 

Bhutan 1517 1363 268 1989 

Brunei Darussalam 266 222 3442 1984 

Cambod ia 8246 7285 . . . 
China 1139060 1059520 301660 

Cyprus 702 665 5511 

East Timor 737 659 . . . 
Georgia 5464 5218 . . 
Hang Kong 5801 5456 70048 

India 827057 750859 272876 1989 

Indones ia 179300 164630 107294 

Iran, Islam Republic 54608 47820 392807 1989 

Iraq 18920 15585 64340 1989 

Israel 4659 4233 53968 

Japan 123537 120837 2940362 

Jordan 4010 3407 3869 

Kazakhstan 16742 15935 . . . 
Korea 64566 60694 . . . 
Korea, Dem. People's 21773 19888 ... 
Rep. 

Korea, Republic of 42793 40806 239772 

Kuwait 2143 1712 22842 1989 

Kyrgyzstan 4394 4009 . . . 
Lao, People's 4139 3595 . . . 
Dem.Rep. 

Lebanon 2701 2668 2656 1982 

Macao 479 392 . . . 
Malaysia 17861 15681 42373 

Maldives 215 180 98 1986 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Mongolia 2190 1878 1933 

Myanmar 41675 38541 21793 

Nepal 18916 16687 3021 

Oman 1502 2000 10622 

Pakistan 112049 96180 46839 

Palestina . . . . . . . . . 
Philippinas 61480 54668 43858 

Qatar 368 299 7380 

Saudi Arabia 14870 11596 82996 

Singapore 3003 2558 34599 

Sri Lanka 16993 15842 7935 

Syrian Arab Republic 12116 10267 24770 

Tajikistan 5303 4574 . . . 
Thailand 57196 51683 80172 

Turkey 56100 50231 108411 

Turkmenistan 3670 3230 ... 
Former USSR 288595 277334 1096697 

United Arab Emirates 1589 1350 33780 

Uzbekistan 20531 18231 . . . 
Viet Nam 66200 59902 8526 

Yemen 11282 9783 7873 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Al ban ia 3250 2957 2169 

Andorra 52 45 . . . 
Austria 7712 7555 157378 

Belarus 10278 9999 42836 

Belqium 9845 9858 192392 

Bulqaria 9011 8960 20726 

Channel Islands 139 133 . . . 
Czechoslovakia 15662 15499 37034 

Denmark 5140 5114 129264 

Estonia 1571 1519 . . . 
Faeroe Islands 48 46 . . . 
Finland 4986 4902 137251 

France 56440 55170 1190772 

Germany (Fermer FRG) 63232 60975 1488234 

Fermer GOR 16247 16644 198925 1988 

Gibraltar 31 29 ... 
Greece 10048 9934 65958 

Holy See 1 1 . . . 
Hungary 10553 10649 32901 

leeland 255 241 5864 

I re land 3503 3540 42612 

Isle of Man 64 63 . . . 
Italy 57062 57141 1090755 

Latvia 2683 2594 . . . 
Liechtenstein 29 27 . . . 
Lithuania 3722 3545 . . . 
Luxemburg 373 367 8723 

Malta 354 336 2316 

Monaco 29 28 . . . 
Netherlands 14943 14484 279153 

Norway 4242 4153 105703 

Po land 38180 37203 53290 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

Portugal 10525 10157 59680 

Republic of Moldova 4364 4214 . . . 
Romani a 23200 22725 37625 

Russian Federation 148263 143585 . . . 
San Marino 24 22 . . . 
Spa in 38959 38474 491260 

Svalbard & Jan Mayen . . . . . . . . . 
Isl. 

Sweden 8559 8350 228110 

switzerland 6712 6470 224845 

Ukraine 51872 50917 175976 

United Kingdom 57237 56618 980124 

Yugoslavia 23809 23124 101413 



1990 1985 
Country Population Population GDP, US$ 1990 Other 

* 1.000 * 1.000 * 1.000.000 year 

American Samoa 39 36 ... 
Austral ia 17086 15788 294639 

Canton & Enderbury uninhabited uninhabited . . . 
Isl. 

Christmas Islands 3 2 . . . 
Cocos Islands 1 1 . . . 
Co ok Is lands 18 18 . . . 
Fiji 765 697 1255 1989 

French Polynesia 206 174 2567 

Guam 119 114 . . . 
Johnston Is land 1 1 . . . 
Kiribati 66 63 . . . 
Marshall Is lands 40 35 . . . 
Micronesia, Fed.State 99 88 . . . 
Midway Is lands 2 2 . . . 
Nauru 10 9 . . . 
New Caleden ia 168 151 2073 1988 

New Zealand 3346 3247 44026 

Niue 3 3 ... 
Norfolk Is lands 3 3 ... 
Nartbern Marina Isl. 26 20 . . . 
Pacific Islands 18 16 . . . 
Papua New Guinea 3699 3337 3201 

Pitcairn 0.052 0.052 . . . 
Samoa 164 163 109 1986 

Soloman Is lands 321 272 176 1988 

Takelau 1.5 1.5 . . . 
Tonga 95 97 56 1985 

Tuvalu 10 9 . . . 
Vanuatu 147 136 154 

Wake Island 2 2 . . . 
Wallis & Futuna Isl. 18 14 . . . 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Algeria 2167.4 2476.0 1980 2167 

Angola 482.8 552.7 650 - 2500 483 

Benin 322.6 378.1 380 323 

Botswana 1919.4 2292.3 2530 1919 

Burkina Fasso 161.5 184.4 290 162 

Burundi 202.3 234.0 210 202 

Cameroon 1129.2 1314.5 850 1129 

Cape Verde 773.0 858.9 750 773 

Central African Rep. 360.6 420.2 390 361 

Chad 0.0 0.0 210 210 

Comores 0.0 0.0 500 500 

Congo 1067.8 1250.0 1120 1067 

Cote d'Ivoire 780.9 943.1 690 781 

Djibouti o.o 0.0 650 - 2500 650-2500 

Egypt 1184.0 1301.6 610 1184 

Equatorial Guinea 468.4 522.4 330 468 

Ethiopia 122.5 143.1 120 123 

Gabon 3124.6 3714.0 3780 3125 

Gambia 396.1 457.7 360 396 

Ghana 414.3 489.6 400 414 

Guinea o.o 0.0 460 460 

Guinea-Bissau 160.6 178.4 180 161 

Kenya 352.0 430.6 340 352 

Lesotho 328.1 380.9 580 328 

Liberia 458.0 545.5 < 650 458 

Lybian Arab Jam. 6152.5 8314.9 2500 - 10000 6153 

Madagascar 238.6 267.6 210 239 

Malawi 222.1 260.8 230 222 

Mali 307.7 305.9 280 308 

Mauritania 496.3 568.8 510 496 

Mauritius 2344.7 2487.3 2410 2345 

Morocco 1004.5 1143.0 1030 1005 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Mozambique 80.2 90.9 80 80 

Namibia 0.0 0.0 1460 1460 

Niger 274.4 321.1 300 274 

Nigeria 298.7 338.9 340 299 

Reunion 6647.7 7293.0 2500 - 10000 6648 

Rwanda 331.2 389.6 270 331 

st. Helena o.o o.o N/A 

Sao Tome and Principe 405.0 453.7 400 405 

Senegal 631.2 706.4 720 631 

Seychelles 4507.5 4646.2 5110 4508 

Sierra Leone 111.5 126.3 210 112 

Somalia 215.0 253.0 < 650 215 

South Africa 2891.1 3231.1 2560 2891 

Sudan 412.1 475.9 . . . 412 

Swaziland 750.0 902.8 1050 750 

Togo 297.4 346.6 410 297 

Tunes ia 1223.0 1377.8 1500 1223 

Uganda 237.5 285.2 170 238 

United Rep. Tanzania 99.2 117.0 100 99 

Western Sahara 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Za i re 84.6 97.1 < 650 85 

Zambia 484.3 581.4 . . . 484 

Zimbabwe 661.7 739.8 650 662 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Anguilla 5250.0 6000.0 5250 

Antigu & Barbuda 3090.9 3131.6 4430 3091 

Aruba o.o o.o 2500 - 10000 2500-10000 

Bahamas 11110.7 12116.4 11750 11111 

Barbados 6709.8 6762.8 6630 6710 

Belize 1952.1 2210.8 2010 1952 

Bermuda 25770.5 28071.4 > 10000 25771 

British Virgin Isl. 10076.9 10916.7 10077 

Canada 21496.8 22656.0 20440 21497 

Cayman Is lands 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Co sta Rica 1899.1 2284.5 1850 1899 

Cuba 1545.8 1624.0 650 - 2500 1546 

Dominica 2060.2 2137.5 2440 2060 

Dominican Republic 990.7 1107.1 940 991 

El Salvador 973.5 1040.1 1080 974 

Greenland o.o o.o > 10000 >10000 

Grenada 2352.9 2197.8 2353 

Guadeloupe 4598.8 4750.8 > 10000 4599 

Guatemala 831.1 959.9 930 831 

Haiti 351.5 431.6 370 352 

Honduras 958.1 1118.7 580 958 

Jamaica 1650.4 1728.3 1380 1650 

Martinique 5853.4 6030.2 650 - 2500 5853 

Mexico 2801.8 3097.2 3030 2802 

Montserrat 3230.8 3500.0 3231 

Netherlands Antilles 5777.8 6000.0 > 10000 5778 

Nicaragua 8818.4 10429.6 460 460 

Panama 2046.7 2270.2 2130 2047 

Puerto Rico 9021.7 9890.0 6320 9022 

Sa int Knitts & Nevis 1409.1 1409.1 3960 1409 

Sa int Lucia 1000.0 1102.2 2490 1000 

st. Pierre & Miquelon 0.0 o.o N/A 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

St. Vincent & 1500.0 1596.3 1730 1500 
Grenadines 

Trinidad & Tobago 4151.6 4324.3 3670 4152 

Turks & Caicos Isl. 0.0 0.0 N/A 

United States 21571.0 22612.0 22240 21571 

United States Virgin o.o o.o > 10000 >10000 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Argentina 3271.8 3486.6 2790 3272 

Bolivia 740.1 851.9 650 740 

Brazil 2975.9 3300.8 2940 2976 

Chile 2109.7 2292.6 2160 2110 

Colombia 1246.6 1436.6 1260 1247 

Ecuador 1008.7 1159.7 1000 1009 

Falkland Isl. o.o 0.0 N/A 
(Malvinas) 

French Guyana o.o o.o 2500 - 10000 2500-10000 

Guyana 321.6 324.1 430 322 

Paraguay 1231.0 1425.7 1270 1231 

Peru 1828.5 2102.9 1070 1829 

Suriname 4087.7 4503.9 3630 4088 

Uruguay 2656.1 2732.0 2840 2656 

Venezuela 2446.1 2787.7 2730 2446 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Afghanistan o.o 0.0 < 650 <650 

Armen ia o.o o.o 2150 2150 

Azerbaijan o.o 0.0 1670 1670 

Bahrain 7759.4 9183.5 7130 7759 

Bangladesh 202.0 234.9 220 202 

Bhutan 176.7 196.6 180 177 

Brunei Darussalam 12939.8 15504.5 > 10000 12940 

Cambod ia o.o o.o 200 200 

China 264.8 284.7 370 265 

Cyprus 7850.4 8287.2 8640 7850 

East Timor 0.0 o.o N/A 

Georgia o.o 0.0 1640 1640 

Hong Kong 12075.2 12838.7 13430 12075 

India 329.9 363.4 330 330 

Indones ia 598.4 651.7 610 598 

Iran, Islam Republic 7193.2 8214.3 2170 7198 

Iraq 3400.6 4128.3 2500 - 10000 3400 

Israel 11583.6 12749.4 11950 11584 

Japan 23801.5 24333.3 26930 23802 

Jordan 964.8 1135.6 1050 965 

Kazakhstan o.o 0.0 2470 2470 

Korea 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Korea, Dem. People's o.o o.o 650 - 2500 650-2500 
Rep. 

Korea, Republic of 5603.1 5875.9 6330 5603 

Kuwait 10658.9 13342.3 > 10000 10659 

Kyrgyzstan o.o o.o 1550 1550 

Lao, People's o.o 0.0 220 220 
Dem.Rep. 

Lebanon 983.3 995.5 650 - 2500 983 

Macao 0.0 0.0 650 - 2500 650-2500 

Malaysia 2372.4 2702.2 2520 2372 

Maldives 455.8 544.4 460 456 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Mongolia 882.6 1029.3 650 - 2500 883 

Myanmar 522.9 565.4 < 650 523 

Nepal 159.7 181.0 180 160 

Oman 7071.9 5311.0 6120 7072 

Pakistan 418.0 487.0 400 418 

Palestine o.o o.o N/A 

Philippines 713.4 802.3 730 713 

Qatar 20054.3 24682.3 14770 20054 

Saudi Arabia 5581.4 7157.3 7820 5581 

Singapore 11521.5 13525.8 14210 11522 

Sri Lanka 467.0 500.9 500 467 

Syrian Arab Republic 2044.4 2412.6 1160 2044 

Tajikistan o.o o.o 1050 1050 

Thailand 1401.7 1551.2 1570 1402 

Turkey 1932.5 2158.2 1780 1933 

Turkmenistan o.o 0.0 1700 1700 

Former USSR 3800.1 3954.4 3800 

United Arab Emirates 21258.7 25022.2 20140 21259 

Uzbekistan o.o o.o 1350 1350 

Viet Nam 128.8 142.3 < 650 129 

Yemen 697.8 804.8 520 698 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Albania 667.4 733.5 650 - 2500 667 

Andorra o.o o.o > 10000 >10000 

Austria 20406.9 20831.0 20140 20407 

Bel a rus 4167.7 4284.0 3110 4168 

Belgium 19542.1 19516.3 18950 19542 

Bulgaria 2300.1 2313.2 1840 2300 

Channel Islands o.o 0.0 > 10000 >10000 

Czechoslovakia 2364.6 2389.4 2470 2365 

Denmark 25148.6 25276.5 23700 25149 

Es ton ia o.o 0.0 3830 3830 

Faeroe Islands o.o 0.0 > 10000 >10000 

Finland 27527.3 27999.0 23980 27527 

France 21098.0 21583.7 20380 21098 

Germany (Fermer FRG) 23536.1 24407.3 23650 23536 

Fermer GOR 12243.8 11951.8 12244 

Gibraltar 0.0 o.o 2500 - 10000 2500-10000 

Greece 6564.3 6639.6 6340 6564 

Holy See o.o 0.0 N/A 

Hungary 3117.7 3089.6 2720 3118 

leeland 22996.1 24332.0 23170 22996 

I re land 12164.4 12037.3 11120 12164 

Isle of Man o.o 0.0 > 10000 >10000 

Italy 19115.3 19088.8 18520 19115 

Latvia o.o o.o 3410 3410 

Liechtenstein o.o o.o N/A 

Lithuania o.o 0.0 2710 2710 

Luxemburg 23386.1 23768.4 31780 23386 

Malta 6542.4 6892.9 7280 6542 

Monaco 0.0 o.o N/A 

Netherlands 18681.2 19273.2 18780 18681 

Norway 24918.2 25452.2 24220 24918 

Po land 1395.8 1432.4 1790 1396 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

Portugal 5670.3 5875.8 5930 5670 

Republic of Moldova o.o 0.0 2170 2170 

Romani a 1621.8 1655.7 1390 1622 

Russian Federation 0.0 0.0 3220 3220 

San Marino o.o o.o > 10000 >10000 

Spa in 12609.7 12768.6 12450 12610 

Svalbard & Jan Mayen o.o 0.0 N/A 
Isl. 

Sweden 26651.5 27318.6 25110 26652 

Switzerland 33499.0 34751.9 33610 33499 

Ukraine 3392.5 3456.1 2340 3393 

United Kingdom 17124.0 17311.2 16550 17124 

Yugoslavia 4259.4 4385.6 . . . 4259 



Country GDP p.c. GDP p.c. GDP p.c. 1991 GDP to use 
US$ 1990 US$ 1985 World Bank in US$ 1990 

American Samoa o.o 0.0 N/A 

Austral ia 17244.5 18662.2 17050 17245 

Canton & Enderbury o.o 0.0 N/A 
Isl. 

Christmas Islands o.o 0.0 N/A 

Cocos Islands o.o 0.0 N/A 

Co ok Is lands o.o o.o N/A 

Fiji 1640.5 1800.6 1930 1641 

French Polynesia 12461.2 14752.9 > 10000 12461 

Guam o.o o.o > 10000 >10000 

Johnston Is land o.o o.o N/A 

Kiribati o.o o.o 720 720 

Marshall Is lands 0.0 0.0 650 - 2500 650-2500 

Micronesia, Fed.State o.o o.o 650 - 2500 650-2500 

Midway Is lands o.o 0.0 N/A 

Nauru o.o o.o N/A 

New Caledonia 12339.3 13728.5 2500 - 10000 2500-10000 

New Zealand 13157.8 13559.0 12350 13158 

Niue o.o o.o N/A 

Norfolk Is lands o.o 0.0 N/A 

Northern Marina Isl. 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Pacific Islands 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Papua New Guinea 865.4 959.2 830 865 

Pitcairn o.o o.o N/A 

Samoa 664.6 668.7 960 665 

Soloman Is lands 548.3 647.1 690 548 

Takelau o.o 0.0 N/A 

Tonga 589.5 577.3 1280 590 

Tuvalu 0.0 0.0 N/A 

Vanuatu 1047.6 1132.4 1150 1048 

Wake Island o.o 0.0 N/A 

Wallis & Futuna Isl. o.o 0.0 N/A 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1.000 US$ 1990 

Algeria 24961 2167 3.2 

Angola 10020 483 2.1 p 

Benin 4736 323 2.1 M 

Botswana 1291 1919 2.2 M 

Burkina Fasso 9001 162 2.1 M 

Burundi 5458 202 2.1 M 

Cameroon 11834 1129 2.2 M 

Cape Verde 370 773 1.2 

Central African Rep. 3039 361 2.1 M 

Chad 5679 210 2.1 M 

Comores 551 500 1.1 

Congo 2271 1067 2.2 M 

Cote d'Ivoire 11998 781 2.2 M 

Djibouti 409 650-2500 1.2 

Egypt 53153 1184 4.2 

Equatorial Guinea 348 468 1.1 

Ethiopia 49241 123 4.1 

Gabon 1172 3125 2.3 p 

Gambia 861 396 1.1 

Ghana 15028 414 2.1 p 

Guinea 5756 460 2.1 M 

Guinea-Bissau 965 161 1.1 

Kenya 24872 352 3.1 

Lesotho 1774 328 2.1 M 

Liberia 2607 458 2.1 p 

Lybian Arab Jam. 4545 6153 2.3 p 

Madagasaar 11197 239 2.1 M 

Malawi 8289 222 2.1 M 

Mali 8156 308 2.1 M 

Mauritania 2025 496 2.1 M 

Mauritius 1082 2345 2.2 M 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

Morocco 25061 1005 3.2 

Mozambique 15656 80 2.1 M 

Namibia 1781 1460 2.2 M 

Niger 7732 274 2.1 M 

Nigeria 108542 299 4.1 

Reunion 599 6648 1.3 

Rwanda 7181 331 2.1 M 

St. Helena 7 N/A 

Sao Tome and Principe 121 405 1.1 

Senegal 7327 631 2.1 M 

Seychelles 67 4508 1.3 

Sierra Leone 4151 112 2.1 M 

Somalia 7497 215 2.1 M 

South Africa 35282 2891 3.3 

Sudan 25204 412 3.1 

Swaziland 768 750 1.2 

Togo 3531 297 2.1 M 

TUnes ia 8180 1223 2.2 M 

Uganda 18795 238 2.1 M 

United Rep. Tanzania 25635 99 3.1 

Western Sahara 179 N/A 

Za i re 35562 85 3.1 

Zambia 8073 484 2.1 I 

Zimbabwe 9369 662 2.2 M 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1.000 US$ 1990 

Anguilla 8 5250 1.3 

Antigu & Barbuda 77 3091 1.3 

Aruba 60 2500-10000 1.3 

Bahamas 253 11111 1.4 

Barbados 255 6710 1.3 

Belize 188 1952 1.2 

Bermuda 61 25771 1.4 

British Virgin Isl. 13 10077 1.4 

Canada 26522 21497 3.4 

Cayman Is lands 27 N/A 

Co sta Rica 2994 1899 2.2 I 

Cuba 10609 1546 2.2 I 

Dominica 83 2060 1.2 

Dominican Republic 7170 991 2.2 M 

El Salvador 5252 974 2.2 M 

Greenland 57 >10000 1.4 

Grenada 85 2353 1.2 

Guadeloupe 344 4599 1.3 

Guatemala 9197 831 2.2 M 

Ha i ti 6490 352 2.1 M 

Honduras 5105 958 2.2 M 

Jamaica 2420 1650 2.2 I 

Martinique 341 5853 1.3 

Mexico 86154 2802 4.3 

Montserrat 13 3231 1.3 

Netherlands Antilles 189 5778 1.3 

Nicaragua 3871 460 2.1 M 

Panama 2418 2047 2.2 p 

Puerto Rico 3599 9022 2.3 I 

Sa int Knitts & Nevis 44 1409 1.2 

Sa int Lucia 151 1000 1.2 

st. Pierre & Miquelon 7 N/A 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1.000 US$ 1990 

St. Vincent & 116 1500 1.2 
Grenadines 

Trinidad & Tobago 1227 4152 2.3 p 

Turks & Caicos Isl. 10 N/A 

United States 249975 21571 4.4 

United States Virgin 117 >10000 1.4 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1.000 US$ 1990 

Argentina 32322 3272 3.3 

Bolivia 7400 740 2.2 M 

Brazil 150368 2976 4.3 

Chile 13173 2110 2.2 I 

Colombia 32987 1247 3.2 M 

Ecuador 10782 1009 2.2 M 

Falkland Isl. 2 N/A 
(Malvinas) 

French Guyana 99 2500-10000 1.3 

Guyana 796 322 1.1 

Paraguay 4277 1231 2.2 M 

Peru 22332 1829 3.2 

Suriname 422 4088 1.3 

Uruguay 3094 2656 2.3 I 

Venezuela 19735 2446 2.2 p 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1.000 US$ 1990 

Afghanistan 16120 <650 2.1 M 

Armen ia 3324 2150 2.2 

Azerbaijan 7153 1670 2.2 

Bahrain 503 7759 1.3 

Bangladesh 115594 202 4.1 

Bhutan 1517 177 2.1 M 

Brunei Darussalam 266 12940 1.4 

Cambod ia 8246 200 2.1 M 

China 1139060 265 4.1 

Cyprus 702 7850 1.3 

East Timor 737 N/A 

Georgia 546~ 1640 2.2 

Hong Kong 5801 12075 2.4 M 

India 827057 330 4.1 

Indones ia 179300 598 4.1 

Iran, Islam Republic 54608 7198 4.3 

Iraq 18920 3400 2.3 p 

Israel 4659 11584 2.4 I 

Japan 123537 23802 4.4 

Jordan 4010 965 2.2 M 

Kazakhstan 16742 2470 2.2 

Korea 64566 N/A 

Korea, Dem. People's 21773 650-2500 3.2 
Rep. 

Korea, Republic of 42793 5603 4.3 

Kuwait 2143 10659 2.4 p 

Kyrgyzstan 4394 1550 2.2 

Lao, People's 4139 220 2.1 M 
Dem.Rep. 

Lebanon 2701 983 2.2 M 

Macao 479 650-2500 1.2 

Malaysia 17861 2372 2.2 I 

Maldives 215 456 1.1 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

Mongolia 2190 883 2.2 M 

Myanmar 41675 523 4.1 

Nepal 18916 160 2.1 M 

Oman 1502 7072 2.3 p 

Pakistan 112049 418 4.1 

Palestine ... N/A 

Philippinas 61480 713 4.2 

Qatar 368 20054 1.4 

Saudi Arabia 14870 5581 2.3 p 

Singapore 3003 11522 2.4 M 

Sri Lanka 16993 467 2.1 M 

Syrian Arab Republic 12116 2044 2.2 M 

Tajikistan 5303 1050 2.2 

Thailand 57196 1402 4.2 

Turkey 56100 1933 4.2 

Turkmenistan 3670 1700 2.2 

Former USSR 288595 3800 4.3 

United Arab Emirates 1589 21259 2.4 p 

Uzbekistan 20531 1350 3.2 

Viet Nam 66200 129 4.1 

Yemen 11282 698 2.2 M 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

Al ban ia 3250 667 2.2 M 

Andorra 52 >10000 1.4 

Austria 7712 20407 2.4 I 

Belarus 10278 4168 2.3 

Belgium 9845 19542 2.4 I 

Bulgaria 9011 2300 2.2 I 

Channel Islands 139 >10000 1.4 

Czechoslovakia 15662 2365 2.2 I 

Denmark 5140 25149 2.4 I 

Estonia 1571 3830 2.3 

Faeroe Islands 48 >10000 1.4 

Finland 4986 27527 2.4 I 

France 56440 21098 4.4 

Germany (Fermer FRG) 63232 23536 4.4 

Fermer GDR 16247 12244 2.4 I 

Gibraltar 31 2500-10000 1.3 

Greece 10048 6564 2.3 I 

Holy See 1 N/A 

Hungary 10553 3118 2.3 I 

leeland 255 22996 1.4 

I re land 3503 12164 2.4 I 

Isle of Man 64 >10000 1.4 

Italy 57062 19115 4.4 

Latvia 2683 3410 2.3 

Liechtenstein 29 N/A 

Lithuania 3722 2710 2.3 

Luxemburg 373 23386 1.4 

Malta 354 6542 1.3 

Monaco 29 N/A 

Netherlands 14943 18681 2.4 I 

Norway 4242 24918 2.4 I 

Po land 38180 1396 3.2 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

Portugal 10525 5670 2.3 I 

Republic of Moldova 4364 2170 2.2 

Romani a 23200 1622 3.2 

Russian Faderation 148263 3220 4.3 

San Marino 24 >10000 1.4 

Spa in 38959 12610 3.4 

Svalbard & Jan Mayen ... N/A 
Isl. 

Sweden 8559 26652 2.4 I 

Switzerland 6712 33499 2.4 I 

Ukraine 51872 3393 4.3 

United Kingdom 57237 17124 4.4 

Yugoslavia 23809 4259 3.3 



1990 
Country Population GDP p.c. Class 

* 1. 000 US$ 1990 

American Samoa 39 N/A 

Austral ia 17086 17245 2.4 I 

Canton & Enderbury uninhabited N/A 
Isl. 

Christmas Islands 3 N/A 

Cocos Islands 1 N/A 

Co ok Is lands 18 N/A 

Fiji 765 1641 1.2 

French Polynesia 206 12461 1.4 

Guam 119 >10000 1.4 

Johnston Is land 1 N/A 

Kiribati 66 720 1.2 

Marshall Is lands 40 650-2500 1.2 

Micronesia, Fed State 99 650-2500 1.2 

Midway Is lands 2 N/A 

Nauru 10 N/A 

New Caledonia 168 2500-10000 1.3 

New Zealand 3346 13158 2.4 I 

Niue 3 N/A 

Norfolk Is lands 3 N/A 

Northern Marina Isl. 26 N/A 

Pacific Islands 18 N/A 

Papua New Guinea 3699 865 2.2 M 

Pitcairn 0.052 N/A 

Samoa 164 665 1.2 

Solomen Is lands 321 548 1.1 

Tokelau 1.5 N/A 

Tonga 95 590 1.1 

Tuvalu 10 N/A 

Vanuatu 147 1048 1.2 

Wake Island 2 N/A 

Wallis & Futuna Isl. 18 N/A 
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USEFUL ADDRESSES 

This list of useful addresses is prepared for anyone needing 
United Nations (U.N.), United Nations Industrial Development 
Organisation (UNIDO) or United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) information, or who want to 
follow the path on which I have found the information from 
these organisations which were used during the preparation of 
this paper. 

1. United Nations in The Netherlands 

U.N. library I depot 
Turfdraagsterpad 1 
1012 XT Amsterdam 
Phone: 020-5252633 
Opening hours: Monday- Friday: 9.00 - 17.00 

The library is situated on the third floor of the CREA 
building, of the Universiteit of Amsterdam (UvA), close to the 
Atrium. 
The Atrium can be found when starting from the Amsterdam 
Central Station, at the far end of the Oudezijdse 
Achterburgwal. 
Another way to approach the CREA building is to start at the 
"Munttoren", at the end of the Kalverstraat and then walk into 
the street next to "Hotel de L'Europe". After approximately 
100 metres (at your right hand you will see Cafe "De Jaren") 
you should walk into an alley on your left. At the end of the 
alley you will be able to find the CREA building. 

In the library you will find very "up to date" publications of 
most of the UN organisations. Since 1991 unfortunately their 
subscription to UNIDO publication was stopped. 
You will be able to find most UNIDO publications dated before 
1991 and much information on country studies as well as many 
statistica! books. 
Borrowing books is not possible, however on the second floor 
there are some Xerox machines and you can copy as much as you 
like. 
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2. Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 

Library of the Economics faculty 
Vrije Universiteit (VU) Amsterdam 
De Boelelaan 1105 
1081 HV Amsterdam 

When entering the main building of the VU you will find the 
elevators on your left hand, the Economics library can be 
found on the third floor. Through this entrance also the study 
room on the fourth floor can be reached. In this room you will 
find many of the U.N. statistica! books, such as Statistica! 
Yearbooks, National Account Statistics and Industrial 
Statistics Yearbooks. 
Borrowing these books can be on a one day basis, allowing you 
either to go to the main hall and copy whatever you might need 
or to take the books to the second or third floor where you 
can find many Personal Computers. Just starting Lotus 1-2-3 
will allow you to copy the necessary data directly into your 
own data file. 

3. onited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
orqanisation (UNESCO) in The Netherlands 

UNESCO Centrum Nederland 
Oranje Nassaulaan 5 
1075 AH Amsterdam 
Phone: 020-6730100 

You will be able to find this place at the South-West end of 
the "Vondelpark" close to the "Amstelveenseweg". 
In this old house there is an enormous bookcase in which you 
will find an "up-to-date" colleetien of all UNESCO made 
publications. 

Nationale UNESCO Commissie 
Oranjestraat 10 
2514 JB Den Haag 
Phone: 070-3644655 
Fax : 070-3649917 
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Since I have not visited the Nationale UNESCO Commissie I can 
not inform you on how to reach it. 
By telephone however I have noticed that they are the first 
organisation within The Netherlands who knows which UNESCO 
publications are available and where you can order them. 

In March 1994 you could order through: 
De Lindeboom uitgeverij, !NOR publikaties 
M.A. de Ruyterstraat 20 A 
Postbus 202 
7480 AE Haaksbergen 
Phone: 05427-40004 
Fax : 05427-29296 

4. UNESCO in Paris 

UNESCO science sector 
Publications and Documents Unit 
Secretary Mme. Murugaiyan 
Phone: 00-31-1-45684017 
Fax 00-31-1-45684190 

UNESCO Publishing 
Sales Division 
7 Place de Fontenay 
Paris 75352 

At the postal address you can order any UNESCO publication, if 
they are not yet available in The Netherlands. 
However for ordering you need to know the exact description of 
the document, andjor the Sales number. This information can be 
obtained by telephone. 
The advice to ask for Misses Murugaiyan was given to me by the 
UNESCO Centrum Nederland in Amsterdam. 
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============================================================== 

THE 19 CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS 
Based on the Machine Tool Industry Diamond 

Factor conditions: 
- 1- Availability of mechanica!- andjor electranies engineers 

trained at the tertiary school level (refer to § 4.1) 
- 2- Availability of machine tool technology eentres 
- 3- Availability of industry associations 
- 4- Availability of telecommunications infrastructure 

Demand conditions: 
- 5- Structure of the engineering sector 
- 6- Size of the engineering sector 
- 7- Maximum school level (refer to 4.1) of technological 

staff in the engineering sector 
- 8- Availability of automotive andjor aerospace industries 

Related and supporting industries: 
- 9- Level of available forging, casting, gearmaking and 

surface treatment facilities 
-10- Relationship between suppliers and machine tool firms 

Firm strategy, structure and rivalry: 
-11- Size of machine tool producing enterprises 
-12- Geographical concentratien 
-13- Availability of dornestic rivalry 
-14- Competitiveness of the environment 

Government role 
-15- Training facilities 
-16- Shaping local demand through preeurement policy 
-17- Establishing of standards and regulations 
-18- Measures for promotion of supporting industries 
-19- Supporting tax and trade policies 

============================================================== 
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